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PREFACE 

This document is based on a collection of chapters prepared by 
the Augmentation Resources Center of Tymshare, Inc. This 
edition is intended to describe NLS as it exists on the 
Intormation Sciences Institute (lSI) systems H, c, D, E, and F. 
There may be portions of the system or the examples that work a 
little differently than described in this document, it so 
please report the discrepancy to LINDA@ISI'. 

The original authors, Nina Zolotow, Caroline Rose, and Dirk Van 
Nouhuys, deserve a great deal of credit for creating this 
material and its organization. 

-- Jon Postel 
-- Lynne Sims 
-- Linda Sato 

1 June 1980 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NLS TElrBOO~ 

This textbook introduces the NLS system. It describes what you 
can do with NLS and how to do it. We also hope that it will 
help you adapt to a new style of working. By using NLS·s 
special tools and techniques rather than typewriters, pencils, 
and paper, you will be better able to organize your thoughts as 
well as your information. 

The textbook was written tor a very wide range ot fiLS users. 
Some are highly technical people, with a great deal of computer 
experience, who look forward to learning a new computer system 
with confi~ence and pleasure. Others are people who have never 
seen a computer or a computer terminal before; they will be 
using NLS for the kind of work that they have always done 
without the aid of a computer. 

Just as the backgrounds at our users vary greatlY, so do their 
requirements for NLS documentation. People who are trained by 
experienced NLS users need a manual they can use for review or 
reference, ~hile others want to learn NLS on their own by 
reading some kind ot user gu10e tro. beginning to end. Still 
other people want a document that will give the. a general idea 
of NLS"s capabilities; they may not necessarily want to use the 
system or ever sit down at an NLS terminal. 

In planning the NLS textbook, we have tried to accommodate as 
many of these people as pO$sible. The tf)xtbook consists of a 
number of lessons, and their organization is flexible enough so 
you can read them from beginning to end or skip trom one 
section to another. 

The 1.anguage in the textboOk 1s nontechnical and informal, and 
we have tried to cover many subjects slaply and thoroughly. 
Our basic approach has been that too much information i$ better 
than not enough. 

Because learning NLS is s1allar to learning a foreign language, 
the textbook is organized like a language textbook. The lesson 
entitled "Beginning Use of NLS" introduces you to the system as 
a whole; ~ther lessons give you the infer.atien necessary to 
learn a particular aspect of the syste •• 

The most effective way to use NLS Is at an NLS display 
terminal. Por this reaSOD, the lessons assuae that you do or 
~111 have access to an NLS display. Using ILS at a display 
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terminal is a particularly visual experience--it is otten hard 
to put into words what the result of a certain command will be 
or how it will feel to work with the system. Therefore, ~e 
have included a great many examples that you can follow as 
exercises so that, if YOU wish, yOU can see the results that we 
describe. 

The following section describes in detail the organization of a 
typical lesson so that you can understand how the various 
sections relate to each other and can tell which sections will 
be the most helpful for your particular situation. 

THE STRUCTURE OF 1 LESSON 

Every lesson begins with a very brief description of the topics 
it covers, possibly suggesting the type ot work you can do with 
what you will learn. You are also told what YCu should already 
know before starting the lesson. The remainder of each lesson 
has the structure shown belo~. 

Introduction 

This section presents the new concepts and background 
information you need to know In order to understand the 
lesson. 

Vocabulary 

Bele yOU will see an alphabetical list and short definitions 
Of all terms and coamands discussed in the lesson. You may 
want to read through this list to get an overview of the 
contents ot the lesson; however, it is prt.ar1ly intended to 
be used tor reference. You should refer to it when YOU are 
reading t~e lesson if you encounter a term whose meaning you 
have forgotten or have never learned. You .ay also find this 
list useful When you later refer to the lesson to look UP a 
term or command that you learned from it. 

The body of the lesson 

The body of a lesson may consist of any number of sections, 
each under an appropriate heading. These sections contain 
the Primary discussion ot the subject of the lesson. 
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This section contains exercises to test what you have 
learneG. Solutions are provided later, following the end of 
the lesson. 

Suggested Projects 

Some lessons include this section to suggest ways that you 
can gain experience in using what you have learned. 

Summary 

This section brieflY summarizes the lesson, emphasizing 
particularly important concepts. It may refer you to other 
lessons or documents that might be helpful. 

FORMAT OF EXAMPLES 

~ost examples are shown in two columns, the first ind1cating 
what yoU type and the second showing what you kould then see in 
the command window. The command window is one of the areas of 
the screen on the display terminal; when you give a command, 
the cOmmand is displayed in this window along ~lth feedback 
from NLS, such as prompts telling you what you can do next. 

In either column of the example, when an entry occupies more 
than one line, all lines beyond the first are indented slightly 
to help you see that they are continuation lines. The line 
length shown depends on the dimensions of the coluan and .ay 
not be the $ameas what youactqally observe at the terminal. 

sometimes the coa.and window sbo~s first one thing and then 
another, baiOre you type again. In this case, both appear in 
tbesecond column of the example, one after the other. Note, 
however, that when you give the command you may hardly notice 
wbat is shown first, because what follows it may appear 
immediately thereafter. 

The examples show what you see if you are getting standard 
co •• and teedback from NLS. You may ask to receive a different 
type ot feeaback, more suited to your needs; if you do this, 
you may see in your coamand window something slightly different 
from ~hat is sho~n in the examples. 

Fhe examples often show that you type lowercase letters where 
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you may actually type either lowercase or uppercase or any 
combination of the two. Where it matters which case you use, 
this will be noted in the discussion surrounding the example or 
will be clear from the context. For instance, when you type 
som~ text that you want to save, NLS accepts the text exactly 
as you type It, but when you type a letter of a word in a 
command, caSe is ignored. 

NOTATION FOH SPECIAL CHARACTERS 

The characters you type when you useNLS include not only 
letters of the alphabet and punctuation, but also some 
characters that you cannot see, such as spaces and special 
control characters. Where the NLS te.xtbook shows what yOu 
type, you can usually tell where to type a space, such as 
between words in text. In some cases, however, it may not be 
clear that you type a space. In these cases, and wherever you 
are to type any other special character, the textbook uses the 
notations indicated in the table on the following page. 

The first column of this table shows the notation used and the 
second cOlumn tells you what keys or mouse buttons you would 
~ress to produce the character represented by the notation. 
key names are given here as they appear on the most recently 
d,Signed NLS keyboard as yell as how they may appear on other 
keyboards. Where applicable, thE third coluan shows a control 
cbaracter that normally will have the same effect as pressing 
tbe indicated keys or buttons; note, however, that in soae 
cases you may change the equ1yal~nt cbaracter from the one 
shown here. 
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Notation Keys or Buttons 

<BC> BACK SPACE CHAR, BACK SPACE, 
or left mouse button 

<BUG> OK or right mouse button, after 
pointing with mouse 

<BW) BACK SPACE ~CRD or left and middle 
mOuse buttons 

<CD> eMD DEL or middle mouse button 

<CTRL-x> 

<ESC> 

<HELP) 

<INS) 

(LF> 

<LIT) 

<NULL> 

(OK) 

<OPT> 

(RC> 

<RET> 

CTRL and x Simultaneously, where 
x may be any letter 

ESC 

HELP 

INSERT or INSRT 

LF or LINE FEED 

CTRL and V simultaneously 

CTRL and N simultaneously 

OK or right mouse button 

OPT-N or OPTION 

RPT CHO or middle and r1ght aouse 
buttons 

RETURN 

(SP) Space 

('fAB) TAB 

Equivalent 

<CTRL-A) 
or (CTRL-H) 

<CTRL-D> 

<CTRL-W> 

(CTRL-X> 

<ctRL-Q) 

(CTRL-E) 

<CtRL-J) 

<CTRL-V> 

(CT.RL-N) 

(CTRL-D) 

<CTRL-U> 

(CTRL-B) 

(CTRL-M) 

(CTRL-I> 
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NOTATION 'OR PRO~PTS 

When NLS is waiting for you to type something it prompts you 
with a symbol indicating the kind of thing it expects. For 
examplel ftC:" means that NLS expects you to enter a comNand 
word. 

Notation 

A 

B 

C 

L 

T 

v 
I 

[ ] 

** 

••• 

Meaning 

Address 

Bug - point to something 

Command ~ord 

Level Adjustment 

Text or TYpein 

Viewspec 

Alternative, for example AlB aeans 
Address or Bug 

Optional, for example [11 means that Address 
is an optional argument and that the (OPt) 
character Must be entered betore an Address 
can be entered. 

Additional cOBmand words (usually optional) 
are available 

NLS is working on your request • 
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BEGINNING USE OF NLS 

ThiS lesson discusses the basic concepts and co •• ands you need 
to write and edit in NLS, that is, to enter intormation and 
make changes to it. Learn1ng these concepts and commands is a 
vital step towards usin9 the other tools in NtS. Before 
starting this lesson, you should knew how to log in and enter 
NLS. 
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NLS is a computer system designed to help people work with 
information. It includes a vide range of tools, from a simple 
set of commands tor writing, readiDg, and printing documents to 
sophisticated methods for retrieving and communicating 
information. 

Using NLS to write and edit has many advantages over working 
witb paper, pencils, and typewriters. With NLS it 1s easier to 
organize your thoughts as well as your documents and to make 
changes to what you write. Special tools help you COllaborate 
with other people, send messages, prepare correspondence, and 
so on. Some unigue concepts, which you will soon learn, are 
the basis ot new and effective methods of working. 

You will begin by learning the basic writing and editing 
commands. Although this Is only a small part ot what NLS 
offers, you will be able to see some obvious advantages right 
away. For example, with a simple command, you can change a 
document by putting in a comma, taking cut a phrase, or adding 
a paragraph, and NLS will automatically adjust the words and 
~~.acag. raphs so that they will look as if they were typed 
'Perfectly. 

Why USe the display terminal and the mouse? khen you try to 
talk to someone about a particular word on a piece of paper, 
you USe either the simple method of pointing to it or the 
complex method of saying it Is seven lines frOD the top and 
five words from the left. In NLS, you can use the .ouse to 
point to what you are talking about. For exaaple, it you are 
using NLS at a display work station and want to give a coamand 
t9 take out a particular comma displayed on the screen, you can 
Simply use the .o~se to point to the exact co •• a that you want 
NLS to remove. You can also use the mouse to point to words, 
sections of text, paragraphs or headings, and groups of 
paragraphs or neadings. 

NLS is divided into subsystems, ·which are sets of commands 
related to particular activities. Normally, the subsystem that 
is automatically available when you enter NLS Is the Base 
subsystem. It includes the most common commands for dOing your 
everydaY work, such as reading, writing, editing, printing, and 
tiling inioraation. You will start learning fiLS by working in 
Base. 
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Base subsystem: A basic set of commands for readlngl writing, 
editing, printing, and controlling files. 

<BC>: This stands for Backspace Character. Pressing either 
the appropriate key on the keyboard or the lett mouse button 
deletes the last character you typed. You can also use <BC> to 
delete a <BUG) or any step in a command. 

bug: To bug means to indi~ate a character on the screen by 
using the mouse to point at it and then typing (OK>. 

<BUG>: This notation means that you are to bu~ a cbaracter on 
the screen. 

bugmark: The mark displayed on the screen when you bug a 
characteI. The bugmark will be a highlighted character. 

caw>: This stands for Backspace Word. Press1ng either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the lett and alddle mouse 
buttons deletes the last word you typed (plus any spaces, 
punctuation marks, or other characters tollowlng the word). 

<CD>: This stands for Co •• and Delete. Pres$lng either the 
appropriate key on t~e keyboard or. the middle aouse button 
canc,ls any command you have not finished (that is, before you 
have given the final <OK». YOu may then begin a new co •• and. 

character: j single letter, nuaber, punctuatIon mark, space, 
return character, or special control character. You type 
characters when giving co •• ands and you store characters in 
files. 

. . 

command: An instruction you give to the co.puter to perform an 
acti9n. When you give ILS a co •• and,NLS will perform the 
action. after yOU complete. the co •• and iiitha final (OK). 

command word: A word that NLS knows is part of a command, 
usuallY a verb or a noun .• 

command syntax: The general for. of a co •• and. 

Create File co •• and: A Base subsyste~ co •• and that makes a new 
file 1n your directory; the file will have the name you 
specify. 

Delete command: A Base subsystem command you can use to remove 
~nfor18ation, such as a character, a word, or seme text. 
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file: An online work space, the comp~ter·s equivalent of a 
file folder in a filing cabinet, that you can fill with 
information that you type in or copy from another file. In 
NLS, you will always work with material in a tile, whether you 
are reading, writing, or edIting. 

Insert command: A Base subsystem command that lets you add new 
information to a file, such as a character, a ~ord, some text, 
or a statement. 

invisible character: A character you cannot see on your 
screen, such as a space or a return character. 

Jump Link command: An NLS command you can use to move from one 
file to another. 

Move command: A Base subsystem Command to reorder information 
1n a file; for example, you can move one character to follow 
another. 

noise word: When you type a comsand ~ord, NLS .ay respond with 
a word or phrase in parentheses, called "nolse words", to help 
you understand the purpose of the command or ~hat you need to 
do to complete it. 

<OK>: This notation means that you are to press either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the right .ouse buttoD, to 
tell NLS that you have finisbed giving a co •• and or part of a 
comwand. 

origin statement: The first statement in every file. It 
contains information such as the name of the directory, the 
name of the tile, and the identity of the person who last 
updated the file. 

prompt: A series of characters that appears in the coa.and 
window to tell you what YOU can do next. Prompts are always 
one or more uppercase letters followed by a colon (:). 

Replace command: A Base subsystem coamand to remove 
information, such as a character, a word, or sc.e text, and put 
new information in its place. 

<Sf>: This stands for a space, that is, what you type with the 
space bar on the keyboard. In NLS, a space is an actual 
character that separates one word from another and that can be 
inserted, deleted, moved, or copied; it Is not emptiness. 

~tatement: the basic unit of information in an ILS file. A 
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statement may be a single character, a word, a title, a 
heading, some text, or a par_graph. Every character in an NLS 
flle is in a statement. 

subsystem: NLS is divided into subsystems, which are sets of 
co •• ands related to particular activities. 

text: A series of adjacent characters, which aay include 
punctuation and spaces, within a state.ent. A single character 
may also be considered "text". 

Update New command: A Base subsystem coa.and to consolidate 
recent changes into your tile. You may erase changes made 
between updates with a command discussed in a forthcoming 
lesson. 

visible character: A character YOU can see on your screen, 
such as a letter, number, or punctuation mark. 

windows: The screen on the display terminal Is divided into 
four areas, called "windows". 

command window: When you use a co •• and, the command is 
displayed in thiswindolil alongwlthpro.pts and noise woeds. 
You also see the name of the subsystem yoU are working in-

file window: This window displays files or parts of files. 

status window: This window displays _essages to yoU fro. NLS 
or the Executive. 

viewspec window: This small window displays characters that 
tell you what kind of vle:w you h.ave of the file being 
displayed. 

word: A series of letters and/or numbers that ate surroOnded 
by spaces, punctuation marks, .or any otbercbaracters .t'hat are 
not letters or numbers. .L5 4o~s not consider tbe surrbundlng 
cbaracters as part of tb. word. 

Note that apostrophy {-lis considered as a punctuation .ark 
so tbat "don't" is two words. 
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You start an NLS session by logging in and entering ILS. When 
you enter NLS, you will see information displayed on your 
screen. The screen is actually divided into f~ur sections 
called "windows", and the information displayed in each window 
has an important function. 

status window: This window displays messages to you trom ILS 
or the Executive. 

viewspec window: This small window displays characters that 
tell you what kind of view you have of the tile being 
displayed. For basic intormation about vie~ing, see the 
lesson "Creating and Reading an Organized File". 

command window: When you use a command, the command is 
dlsplayeo in this window along with prompts and noise words. 
You also see the name of the subsystem you are working in. 

file window: This window displays files or parts ot files; 
it is generally the largest window on the screen. 

COMMANDS 

HLS commands use Simple English ~ords and were carefully 
designed to make it easy for you to flgure;out what you can do 
next. When you understand the basic for. of ILS co •• ands, it 
will be much easier for you to learn new commands alld new 
subsystems .• 

The general form of an ILS command is called "co.mand syntax". 
the word "syntax" means "the arrangement of words in a 
s,entencet' • fiLS commands are like sentences in tbat they all 
have a similar fora. Every cOllmand you wIll learn in this 
lesson begins with a ver.b followed by a noun; for example, the 
c;o .•• and verb "Move'·will be followed by one ot three nouns, 
Character, Text, or ~ord. 

As you learn NLS, it will be extremely helpful tor you to pay 
car~ful attention toyoue co •• and window. MLS recognizes the 
letter "d" as the command word "Delete~; if you look at the 
command window as you type "d", yoU will see that when ItS 
recognizes a command word, it displays the entire w()rd in the 
co •• and window so you can make sure you gave the right command. 
Thus, when you type "d", you will see "DeleteD in the co.aand 
window. Most of the time, NLS will recognize a command word 
after you type the first letter; however, sometimes more than 
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one command lIay start with the same letter, and you lIay have to 
type a space and then one or two letters before fiLS will 
recogn1ze the command. 

Note that if you type more than is necessary, the other letters 
will be taken as specifying the next cOR.and word. It is 
important not to type ahead unless you are sure you know 
exactly what is necessary. 

Prompts and Noise Words 

Before you give a command and after you have given part of some 
commands, such as the verb "Delete" without a noun, you ~111 
see "e:" in the co •• and window. "C:" is a proapt; a prompt Is 
one or more uppercase letters, followed by a colon, that tell 
you what you can do next. In this case tbe "eH stands for 
"command word" and means yOU must type a co •• and word. For 
example, after typing "d".tor the verb "Delete", you may ty.pe 
"Cd tor the noun "Character"; NtS will recogn1ze the command 
word atter one letter and will then display a new prompt, 
"B/A:". A slash between letters in a prompt weans that you 
have a choice. Further intor.ation about command words and 
~rompts will appear throughout this and other lessons. 

The word "at" in parentheses that follows the co •• and word 
"Character" is called a "noise word". Noise words provide 
extra intormation tQ help you understand a co •• and. In this 
case, the "(at)" meanS you now ha.e to think about where the 
character is tftat yOU want to delete. 

After typing "deft, you have In your co •• and window a typical 
N.LS command lEa de UP of Bv.erb and a noun with proapts and noise 
words. 

canceling a Command 

Af ter you be.gin a cOllllland, yoU may change your mind or realize 
that yOti have made a typing err~r. To get rid of a co •• and 
that you have started, use <CD>. After you type <CD>, the 
c()s.and window will display only the subsystell name and the 
first prompt, de:", which tells yo~ that fiLS is again ready tor 
you to begin a comllan(i.For example: 
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BASE Delete Character (at) E/I: 
BASE C: 

You may also use <Be) to erase only the last command word that 
you typed. 

MAKING A NEW WORK AREA: tHE CREATE FILE COMKAiD 

This lesson teacbes you how to write and edit a letter in NLS. 
To enter information in NLS and keep it separate from your 
initial file, you need to make a new tile in whIch to store tbe 
information. To make a new tile, use the Create File command. 
In general, when you create a f1le, you should name It 
something that will be easy to remember when yOU want to look 
at it in the future. 

Because more than one command 1n Base begins with "e", YOU have 
to type u<SP)CC U .for NLS to recognize "Create", then type "f" 
for UFile". You will see the prompt "B/t/[Al:". Since "T" 
means you can gi~e the name of the new file by typing it, yOU 
~an then type the name. Follow the name by (OK) to tell MLS 
you have finished typing it. When you type (01), NLS will 
carry out the command. For example, this is how you would 
create a file naaed Dracula: 

You type: 

<SP)cr 
f 
dracula 
(OK) 

Command window shovs: 

BASE Create C: 
BASE Create File B/T/CA1: 
BASE Create rile dracula 
BlSE c: 

When you create a tl1e,NLS assumes you want to work in it and 
automatically displays it. You IiIlll see a f lie .. that is e.pty 
except for a heading at the top of the file ~lndo.. This 
heading is the origin statement of tbe file, and every file bas 
one. The origin statement contains informatien about the file 
such as the naae ot the directory and the na.e of the file. It 
also contains the identity of the person who created the file 
or, if the file has been ~pdated, the person who last updated 
it. 
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To use the hasic writing and editing commands in NLS, you must 
first learn how to point or "bug h with the mouse. Hold the 
mouse firmly but not tightly with your wrist on the table so 
you can touch the buttons on top of the mouse with your 
fingers. ROll the mouse across the table and watch the cursor 
(traveling Aark) move correspondingly on the screen. To bug a 
specific character, move the cursor under it and type <OK) by 
pressing the right mouse button; we sho~ this process as <BUG> 
1nexamples. You can.bug a character lihenever you see the 
letter "B" in a prompt. At all other times moving the cursor 
has no effect. 

The character you bug will be replaced on the screen with a 
highlighted rectangle; this is called a "bugmark". It YOU 
accidentally try to bug an empty position (that is, where there 
Is no character), NLS will mark a nearby character. It is good 
practice to look at the bug.ark on your screen so that you can 
tell exactly what character you have bugged. 

If you see that you have bugged the wrong character, you can 
use <Be) to erase the <SUG), by pressing the left mouse button, 
~nd then bug the correct character. 

WRITING:'lHE INSERT STITEMERTCOMMllD 

You enter information in an NLS file by using tbe Insert 
Statement command. The statement is the basic unit ot 
information in NLS. For example, if you ~rlte a letter in NLS, 
every section of the letter should be a separate statement; the 
salutation would be one statement, the paragraphs In the body 
would be Separate stateQlents, and the closing would be another 
stat~ment. When you add information to a new 11le, yoU add it 
in the form of statements following the origin statement. 

Atter making a file named Dracula with the Create File co •• and, 
you could practice using the Insert Statement coa.and by . 
writing the letter from Dracula below. 
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Welcome to the Carpathains. I am expecting you anxiously. 
At three tomorrow the diligence will start for Bukovina; a 
place for yoU on it is kept. At the Borgo Pass, my carriage 
will be awaiting you and will bring YOU to me. I trust your 
journey from London has been a happy one, and that you ~111 
enjoy your vis1t in my beauteouS land. 

Your Friend 

Dracula 

Each section in the letter should be a separate statement. In 
the examples we show a blank line between statements to make 
clear the division of the text into statements. In these 
instructions the statements will appear on your screen without 
blank lines separating tbem. type "is" to begin the Insert 
statement command and then bug any character in the origin 
statement to show that YOU want.your ne~ statement to follow 
it. When you see the "L/T/[A]:" prompt, respond to the "t" 
choice by typing "My Friend,<OK>". 

You type: 

i 
s 
<BUG> 
My .Friend, 

(OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Insert C: 
BASE Insert statement (to follow) 8/A: 
BASE Insert State.ent (to follow) t: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) My 
Friend, 

BASE C: 

For the second statement, type "1s" for "Insert statement" and 
bug one of the characters In the.new statement, so the 
paragraph will follow the salutation. _hen typing in the long 
paragraph, you do not baJle to tY.pe a return at the end of each 
line, since NLS ~111 automatically continue onto the next line. 
Simply type all the words with the spaces bet~een them. Try to 
type the paragraph exactly as it Is shown; later tn this lesson 
YOU will learn how to improve it by using editing commands. If 
you make mistakes while y~U are typing, you can use <a C) to 
erase the last character you typed and <BI> to erase the last 
word. If you type <Be> or <aw> several tiaes, the last several 
cb.racters or words yOU typed will be erased. Type <OK) when 
you have finished the paragraph. 
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You type: 

i 
5 
<BUG> 
<01\) 
Welcome ••• 
land. 

(OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Insert C: 

NLS Textbook 
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BASE Insert statement (to follow) B/A: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) L: 
BASE Insert statement (to follow) B/T/[Al: 
BASE Insert statement (to follow) Welcome 

to the Carpathalns. I am, expecting you 
anxiously. At three tOmorrow the diligence 
will start for Bukovina; a place for you on 
it is kept. At the Borgo Pass, .y carriage 
will b~ awaiting you and will bring you to 
me. I trust your journey teoa London has 
been a happy one, and that you will enjoy 
your visit in my beauteous land. 

BASE C: 

Complete tbe letter by adding the last two stateaents (the 
closing and the name). Use the Insert Statement command and 
bug the statement that you want the new statement to follow. 

-If yoU accioentally type the wrong command, ~se <CD) to cancel 
the command, and then start over. 

EDITING TEXT WITH DELETE, MOVE, REPLACE, AND INSERT 

After yOU enter information in an NLS file, you aay want to 
correct errors or make changes to it. Delete, Move, and 
R'place are three important coamandverbs for editing text. 
The Insert verb, which you have l,arned to use to add 
state.ents to a lile, also lets YOu add te~t within statements. 

"Delatefl enables you to remove intormation from a file without 
---Teavlng ane.p~ spacel as though the infor.allon you deleted 

w~s n.ver there. Forexaaple, it YOU delete the second "r" in 
"perrfect", NLS will close up the empty space so the word will 
I>e ··perfect". 

"Move" allows you to r~order information in a file; ILS will 
adjust the text to compensate tor the .ove. For example, if 
you movec the word "that" in "a phrase .akes that sense" to 
fpllow the word "phrase", ILS would adjust the phrase to "a 
phrase tbat makes sense". 

"Replace" lets you remove infor.~tion and put other information 
its place; that 1s, it combines Delete and Insert into one 
verb. It the ne~ information you add Is shorter or longer than 
the old information, NL5 will co.pensate. For example, if yoU 
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replace the ~ord "good" with the word "terrific" in the phrase 
"a good sentence h , NLS will adjust the text so you have "a 
terrific sentence". 

Character, Text, and Word are three important command nouns for 
the parts of statements that you can delete, move, replace, or 
insert. 

"Character" is a single letter, number, punctuation mark, 
space, return character, or special control character. "Text" 
is any series of chara~ters, which may include punctuation and 
spaces, within a statement. In a co •• and, you point to text by 
bugging the beginning character and the ending character. 

"~ordn is any series of letters and/or numbers surrounded by 
spaces, punctuation marks, or any other cbaracters that are not 
letters or numbers. (It does not have to be spelled correctly 
or mean soaething in English or any otber language) NLS does 
not consider the surrounding characters as part of the word. 
In a command, you point to a word by bugging any character in 
the word. You may also bug the space bet~een two words; ItS 
will conSider the two words as one. Bugging between ~ords Is 
often very useful in editing, but be careful not to bug a space 
unless you want to affect both of the words around it. 

Note that hyphenated words and contractions are not 
consld~red single words. For example, hinter-office" and 
"don't" are each considered to be two words. 

How do you deciae when to use which of these nouns? Wheri you 
want to delete, move, repl~ce, or insert a sIngle letter, 
number, or punct-uation mark, use "Character". Jlhen you want to 
delete, move, replace, or insert a series of characters, 
whether it is three chara~ters within a long word or 25 
characters that Blake up six words, use "Text". If you want to 
delete, move, replace, or Ins~rt one or t~o words surrounded by 
spaces or punctuation marks, use "Wordh so ItS will know how to 
adjust the spacing. 

Note that when new information is typed in (see T prompt) it 
can be more than one word or character even when one of tbose 
command nouns is used. 

To help you practice USing Delete, Move, Replace, and Insert 
with Character, Text, and Word, we have provided a list ~f 
corrections yOU can make to the letter from Dracula and have 
suggested a way of making each correction. For the first five 
corrections, we have shown the detail$ of what you type and 
what yoU see on your screen when YOU use the co •• and. After 
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making the tirst five corrections, you should be familiar 
enougb with the form of the commands to be able to finish the 
rest ot the corrections without seeing the details. 

Note that there is often more than one way to accomplish a 
task in NLS. In the following we show one way for each task. 

1. Remove the comma that tollows "Borgo Pass· by using the 
Delete Character command and bugging the co •• a. ILS will 
automatically close up the space between "Pass" and ".y". 

You type: 

d 
c 
<BUG) 
<OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Delete C: 
BASE Delete Character (at) B/A: 
BASE Delete Character (at) OK: 
BASE C: 

2. Remove the word "be" between the words "will" and 
"awaiting". Use the Delete Word command and bug either 
character in the word. ~otice ho~ the space Is adjusted when 
the word Is deleted. 

You type: 

d 
w 
<BUG> 
<OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Delete C: 
BASE Delete Word (at) BIt: 
BASE Del~te Word (at) OK: 
BASE C: 

3. Change the word "awaiting" to ha~alt" by deleting the 
"lng". Use the Delete Text co •• and. Bug the "1" as the 
fIrst cnaracter of the text and then bug the "9" as the last 
character of the text. 

You type: COllmand window shows: 

d BASE Delete c: 
t BASE Delete T'e.xt (at) B1A: 
<BUG) BASE Dele.te Text (at) (through) B/1: 
<BUG> BASE Delete Text (at) (through) OK: 
(OK> BASE c: 

4. Correct the spelling of "CarpathainsU to "Carpathians" by 
moving the third "a" to follow the "iM. Use the ,ove 
Character command. Bug the third Ita lt as the character to be 
moved and bug the "i "as the cha.racter it should tOllo ... 
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You type: 

m 
c 
<BUG> 

<BUG> 

(OK> 

Command window shows: 

BAS-EMove C: 
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BASE Move Character (from) B/A/[Tl: 
BASE Move Character (from) 

(to tollow) B/A:· 
BASE Move Character (from) 

(to tollow) OK: 
BASE C: 

5. Change the phrase "a place for YQU on it is kept" to "a 
place on it is kept for you". Use the Move Text command. 
For the text that you want to move, bug the space before "for 
yo un as the tlrstcharacter of the text and the "1.1" in "yOU" 
as the last character of the text. For the character you 
want the text you are moving to follow, bug the "t" in "it". 

You type: 

III 
t 
<BUG> 
<BUG> 

<BUG) 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Move c: 
BASE Move Text (from) B/A/tTJ: 
BASE Move Text (from) (through) BfA/[Yl: 
BISEMoye Text (froll) (through) 

(to follow) 8/1: 
BASE Move Text (fro.) (through) 

(to follow) OK: 
BASE C: 

6. Change the phrase "I am expecting you anxiously" to "I am 
anxiously expecting fou n • use the Move Wora co •• and to move 
"anxiously" to follow "I am" by bugging any character in 
"anxlo~slyU and then either character in "am". 

7. Use the Replace Char~cter co •• and to replace "F" in "Your 
Friend" with "tn by bugging the tlF" and typing or bugging any 
"f if

• 

8. Change the word "beauteous" to "beautiful". Use the 
Replace Text command. Bug tbe "en 1n "eous" as the first 
character of the text you ~ant to replace and then the Os" as 
the last character of the text. type the nev text "iiul" and 
then <OK). 

9. Use the Replace Nord command to replace hVisit" with 
"stay" by bugging any character in "viSit" and typing "stay". 

10. Add a cOlima af ter "Your friend" to make "Your friend, ". 
Use the Insert Character co •• and and bug the "d" as the 
character the new character should follow; tben type or bug a 
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comma. Note that it you bug a comma as the character to be 
inserted, the comma that you bug is only copied. It will not 
be changed in any way. 

11. Add a new sentence "Sleep well tonight. ft to follow the 
sentence "1 am anxiously expecting you.". Use the Insert 
T~xt com.and and bug the period you want the new sentence to 
follow. then type "<SP><SP>Sleep well tonight." and end with 
<OK>. You need to type the two spaces so there will be two 
spaces between the old sentence and tbe new sentence. 

12. Change the phrase "I trust your journey" to "I trust that 
your journey"_ Use the Insert Word command and bug any 
character 1n the word "trust" as the word yo~ want the new 
word to tallow, then type "thath as the new word and end with 
<OK>. 

If you see any other typing errors, use the editing commands 
you have just learned to correct them. 

Note that when you give a command to move or Insert a character 
or some text, you tell ILS wh~re to put the character or text 
by bugging the cnaracter it should follow; when you want to 
~oye or insert a word, you bug the word it should follow. You 
may also move or insert a word to tollo~ a punct~atlon mark; 
simplY bug the punctuation mark, and NLS will place the word 
after it, with a spac~ as usual before the word. 

UPDATING A FILE: rdE UPDATE NEW COMMAND 

Any time you have made a great many changes to a file or when 
you do not plan to work on it in the near future, you should 
update th. file. In NLS, you can remove all the change. you 
made toa file since the last update; only when you update your 
file are the changes COMpletely integrated into it. 

You type: 

u 
f 
<OK) 

READING A FILE: 

COllmand window shows: 

BASE Update C: 
BASE Update File OK/C: 
BASE c: 

THE JUMP LINk COMMAND 

Suppose you leave NLS after creating, editing, and updating a 
tile as described in this lesson, and you later want to see the 
file again. The next time you enter fiLS your initial tile will 
be displayed; it yOU want to see a different f1le, you need to 
~se a command to get to it. To reach any file in your 
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directory, use the Jump Link command. Simply type "jl" and 
then type the name of the file, a coama, and then <OK). For 
example, this is how you could see the file named Dracula after 
logging in and entering NLS: 

You type: 

j 
1 
dracula, 
<OK) 

Command ~indow shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Link BIT/tAl: 
BASE Jump (to) Link dracula, 
BASE C: 
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1. Write the following answer to Dracula·s letter and keep it 
separate from any other intormation that is stored 1n your 
directory: 

Carpathians -- at last I-ve arrivedl Thank you for your kind 
welcome. 

<your name) 

Now add the statement hDracula," before the first statement you 
added above. 

2. Use a single command to make each of the following 
corrections to the letter you wrote in Exercise 1: 

(a) Add "The" before "Carpathians". 

(b) Change "at last I-'ve arrived" to til-ve arrived at last", 
without using the command word "Text". Now use the same 
command to change it back again. 

(e) Change the single space between the two sentences to two 
space~ without typing a space or moving the cursor more than 
once. 
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Several basic NLS concepts were introduced in this lesson: 
bugging with the mouse, using the verb-noun pattern to combine 
various comaand words, reading and responding to prompts l and 
typing only enough characters in a command word tor ILS to 
recognize the command. These features are consistent in NLS. 
The mouse is used tor ail work in display NLS, and all the NLS 
subsystems use the same basic syntax for commands. Learning 
these elements will make it easy to learn the rest of ILS. 

This lesson has also taught you some basic commands for ~riting 
and editing in NLS. You should now know how to create a file, 
add statements to itl and edit a statement in various ways such 
as removing or adding a character or a word. lou have learned 
how to update a lile you have worked on and hOIl to see it again 
the next time you enter fiLS. We recommend that you now read 
the lesson "Creating and Reading an Organized File". 
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1. Use the Create File command and give the file a name that is 
different trem the name of any other file in your directory. 
Using the Insert Statement command and bugging the origin 
statement of the new fIle, type in the statement that begins 
with "Carpathians". Then use the Insert State.ent command 
again, bugging the statement yOU just added and typing in the 
statement consisting of your name. To add a statement before 
the first statement you added, you must do exactly what you did 
to enter tnat statement, that is, use the Insert statem,nt 
command and bug the origin statement; type "Dracula," as the 
text of this statement. 

2. (a) The simplest way to do this is to give the Replace 
Character command and replace the "C" by "The Ch. 

(b) Use the Move Word command. Bug the space between "at" and 
"last" to indicate the word to moved, and bug any character in 
"arrived" to indicate the word it should follow. To change it 
back again, bug the space between "at" and "last" and then bug 
the second "_h. Note that if you bug the space between "I've" 
and "arrived", you will be referring to "ve arIived", because 
the word ends at the punctuation mark. 

(c) Use the Insert Character command and bug the space 
following the tlrst sentence as both the character to insert 
and the character it should follow. 
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GETTING INFORMATION AND SERVICES 

This lesson teaches you how to learn about NLS by asking 
questions of the system and how to request assistance and 
services from system staff personnel by using aessage sending 
facilities. To understand this lesson, you should know how to 
log in and enter NLS and should have some working eXperience 
witn elementary NLS commands, described in the lesson 
"Beginning Use ot NLS". 
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NLS Was specially designed so that you can learn as you work. 
ILS commands use simple English words, and their basic, 
consistent form makes it easy for yOlJ to figure out what you 
can do next. AIRost all commands begin with a verb followed by 
a noun, and prompts and noise words give you general 
information about what you Can do next. However, there are 
.any times wben you will neeG more information. For example, 
when you see a He:" pro.pt, you know that you should type a 
co.mand word-but what command word? Or perhaps you know there 
is a Transpose com.and, but yoU are not sure what it does. You 
can use NLS "hile you are working online to find out answers to 
questions like these as well as more general questions about 
NLS terms and procedures. 

ot course, there will inevitablY be a time when you have a 
question that NLS cannot answer or when you are not even sure 
what kind ot prOblem you have, and what you would really like 
to do is contact some person who is knowledgeable about ~LS. 
the ActION service, described in this lesson, provides an easy, 
effective method for getting advice or help from the system 
staff. You can also use ACTION to register a co.plaint, a 
suggestion, or a compllm~nt. 
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YOCABULA"RY 

ACTION: A service provided by the system staff that enables 
users to request assistance and register complaints, 
suggestions, or compliments. 

Help command: An NLS command to get informatien about 
commands, terms, and procedures. 

menu item: A subtopic, to guide you to related information, 
listed under a Help description. 

<NULL>: This notation represents a special character that 
means "nothing" or "none". 

question mark (1): When typed after any promp.t, question mark 
will show you what yOU can do next. 

Message subsystem: The subsystem you can use to send messages 
and documents to other users. 
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LEARNING I1HAT YOU CAN DO NEXT: QUESTIOfi MARK 

The simplest way to learn about NLS while you work is by using 
question mark. Any time you are working with NLS (except in 
the middle of ty~in9 in text), YOU can type a question mark (7) 
to see a list of all the things yOU can do next. 

When typed after a DC:" prompt, question mark shows you all the 
command words that you can use at that point. For example, if 
you are working in the Base subsystem and you type "1" after 
"BASE C:", ILS will list all the command words that begin Base 
subsystem commands. One of these words is "Insert". If yoU 
type Hi" to begin an Insert command, you will see another He:" 
prompt, if you then type "7", NLS will list the command words 
that can follow Insert, such as Character, Word, and so on. 

You will observe that as Question mark displays a list, your 
command window expands into your file window. You will 
temporarily be unable to see what is at the beginning of your 
file window; however, the information in the tile will not be 
affected. 

After you have studied the list of command words, you can type 
a character to begin one of them; your cos.and window and file 
window ~111 return to their previous sizes an~ NLS will 
continue as if you had not used Question mark. 

In the following example, notice that H()" precedes some 
command words. This means that you must type a space before 
you begin that word. 

You type: 

i 
? 

w 

Command ~indow shows: 

BASE Insert c: 
BASE Insert ? 

Current alternatives are: 
Branch Link 
Character Number 
Date Plex 
Edge <>Sendmail 
Group Statement 
Invisible Text 

<)TilJle 
Visible 
Word 
<CTRL-Q>: HELP 
<CTRL-S): SYNTAX 

BASE Insert Word (to follow) B/A: 

After you have seen the list of command words, you may want to 
remove it from YOUI screen before continuing. To do this, type 
a character that does not begin a command word and NLS will 
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return you to where you were before you used question mark. If 
instead you choose not to continue, you can type (cn) to cancel 
the command. 

At some steps in commands, NLS 1s waiting for you to bug 
something on the screen with your mouse, to type in some text, 
or to give the location ot someth1n~, such as a file; that is, 
the next step is not a command word. In this case, question 
mark will show you what NLS expects by listing instructions 
that explain your choices. You can then tollow one of the 
instructions or type (CD) to cancel the command. For example: 

You type: 

i 
if 
? 

(CD> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Insert C: 
BASE Insert Word (to follow) B/A: 
BASE Insert Word (to follow) ? 
Please specify a WORD by 

BUG or ADDRESS 
or (CTRL-Q) for HELP, or (CTRL-S> 

for Type <OK) to continue. 
B~SE c: 

Question mark 1s useful tor remind1ng yourself about rarely 
used commands as well as for learning ent1rely new ones. You 
can combine the information YOU get from noise vo~ds, prompts, 
and question mark to move tro. one step in a co •• and to the 
next. 

NOTE: If you are typing in text that has a ",,, within it, 
there 1s no probles. Ho~eve~, if you want to type text that 
begins with fl?" {for exa.ple, if you ~ant to insert a guestion 
mark at the end of a sentence wi th the Inse.tt Character 
command),NLS will respond by listing your current 
alternatives. ~hen you want "?".to be taken as text, type 
<LIT> before the question mark. 

When NLS says ? 

If yoU enter a command letter which does not match any of the 
current alternatives, NLS will echo a "1". In such a case 
simply enter th. correct alternative and continue. 

COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOU1 NLS: THE HEL·P CQMMJID 

If you are not satisfied with what you can learn with question 
.arkl yoU can us. the Help co •• and while you are working online 
to get the most detailed, up-to-date information on ILS that is 
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available. Witbout interrupting your .. ork in progress, you can 
look up a definition of any NLS command or ter., or a 
description of fiLS procedures with advice on how to accomplish 
a particular task. You can use Help to find tile answers to 
specific questions, or you can just browse through a general 
subject area. 

How to Find What You Are Looking For 

To learn more about NLS, begin by typing Dh" tor Help. When 
you see the "OK/T/[AJ:" prompt, you can type a specific term or 
command tor Help to look up or, if you don't have a speciflc 
term in mind, YOU can simply type <OK). 

To look up a specific term or command, type it after the 
"OK/T/(A]:" prompt and then type (OK). For exa.ple, you can 
look up a term by typing "statement" followed by <OK) or a 
command by typing "insert statement" followed by (Ol). You may 
type the terms in uppercase or lowercase, and they may be one 
word or a nUll'ber of words separated by spaces. 

As Help looks UP a term, you will see the .essage "(Searching 
~ELP file)" 1n your command window. Depending on where the 
information Is stored, you Day also see the .essage "searching 
index" in your status wIndow. When Help finds the definition, 
tbe message "(Searching HELP file)" will clear, and you will 
see a "<IT:" prompt. So that your work in progress will not be 
disturbed, Help will create a special window below the coa.and 
window to display the definitiooto you; when you have finished 
using Help, your file wipdow will look as It did before you 
gave the Help command. Note also that Help te.porarily changes 
your v1ewspecs; do not be disturbed if yOU see changes in your 
viewspec window while you are Qslng Help-

TO return to your work in progress after reading one or more 
definitions, s1.ply type (CD) to end the Help co •• and. 

The following example shows how you could use Help to find the 
defini tion of "question mark" while you work in the Base 
subsystem. 
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Command window shows: 

BASE Help OK/T/tAl: 

question mark<OK) BASE Help quest10n mark 
(Searching HELP file) ••• 
</T: 

(CD) 

question 

Questionmark: (1) 
Typing a Quest10n .ark at any point in 

an NLS command will sho~ you the ILS 
com.and alternatIves available at that 
point. After the list has printed 
you can go on as if you had not typed 
qUestion.ark. See also: ·C1RL-Q, help. 

BASE C: 

NUTE: The term that is defined may not always be exactly the 
same one th.t YOU typed. Tbis is because the Help information 
Is arranged information so that if yOU type a term that has a 
~imilar meaning or spellIng as, a term known to Help, you will 
get the detlnition for the s1.11~r tera (as in the example 
above, where YOU typed "question _ark n and got the definition 
tor "questionmark") •. 

If the term you type Is not like any term def1ned in Help or if 
you make a typing error So th~t Help ~oes not recognize it, you 
will see the term, as YOU typed it, followed by a question mark 
in your status window. You can then try typing a different 
term Or the correct spelling aft.~ the "<IT:" prompt. 

When you type only <OK) after the "01/T/[11: 0 prompt that you 
see when you give the Help co •• and, Help displays a definitiqn 
of the subsystem that you hav~ been working in. Tbis is to . 
provide you with general information and a list of topics to 
guide you to the particular information you need. roi example, 
if you were working in the Base subsystea and typed "h" and 
then <OK), you would see this: 
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Command window shows: 

BASE Help OK/T/[Al: 

BASE Help 
(Searching HELP tile) ••• 
</T: 

Base Subsystem 
Base is the home subsystem in ILS. 

It has commands that allow yeu to read, 
write, and modify infor_ation online and 
output it to hardcopy, a_ong other things. 

1. how to use the Base subsystem 
2. commands in Base 

How to Read a Help Description 

The descriptions that Help provides are one or two paragraphs, 
short enough to tit on your display screen. The paragraphs are 
written in simple, nontechnical language. Tbey cover as much 
information as possible and indicate related subjects and 
commands for you to look ~p. 

Help includes a detinition ot every ILS co •• and. The form of 
these definitions is ~lways thesa.e. The first line of the 
definition shows the syntax of the co •• and, followed by a 
functional description ot the cOIl.and. l.t you dO not knQw how 
to read command synt.ax, u.se Help to look UP the syntax terms, 
such as SOURCE, DESTINATION, and ~ONTENT. Soae co •• ands have 
unigue syntax terms that represent choices special tri that 
command, and these are defined below the definition oithe 
command. It you look up a co •• and verb that can be followed by 
any of several com.and nouns, you will see a list of the 
various combinations of verb and noun and you can cboose an 
appropriate definition. 

Every Help description 'that has relevant subtopics viII have a 
list below 1 t, called a .Imenu". For exa.p!e, tbe definition of 
the Base subsystem shown in the example above has a menu with 
two Items, "1. how to use the Base subsystem" and "2. commands 
In Base". To see aore infer.ation about a subject presented in 
one of the menu items, sf.ply type its nu.ber followed by (OK>. 

When a menu Is too long to fit on the screen, you will see the 
message "(do you want to see the rest of the menu) YIN:", and 
yOu can read the rest of tbe menu by typing "yh for "yes". You 
should jot down the number of any menu items that interest you, 
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before continuing to the rest of the menu. yo~ can ask to see 
an item from anywhere in the menu, even If it is not being 
displayed. If you do not wish to read the rest of the menu, 
type Un" tor "no". You may then type the number of one ot the 
menu items, type an entirelY new term for Help to look up, or 
type <CD) to return to your work in progress. 

Besides inclcding menus of subtopics, many Help descriptions 
contain suggestions of related concepts and cow.ands, with 
"See" and "See alsen followed by a list ot terms. The terms 
are separated by co.mas; when two or more ~ords are separated 
only by spaces, they sho\{ld be considered a single term. To 
see more about any of these terms, simply type the term after 
the "<IT:" ptompt and end with <OK). 

The following example shows how you could use Help to look up a 
term, choose a menu item to get aore information, look up a 
related term, and then return to your work in progress. 

You type: Command window shows: 

h BASE Help OK/T/[Al: 
subsystem<OK> BASE Help> OK/T/[Al: subsyste. 

(Searching HELP fIle) 
(HELP) <>/1: 
SUBSYSTEMS 11 NLS 

When SUBSYSTEM Is found In a co •• and 
syntax expression, you may use a 
subsystea naae as a co •• and word. 
The following Is a list of all ILS 
subsystems. Some of them are automatically 
leaded for you when you enter NLS; others 
are easily loaded by the user. Otherwise, 
all NLS subsy,tems work in the same way. 
See going, O~ the individual sutyst •• , 
below, for sore information. 

1. AFMForaat: formatting Air 
Force .anuals 

2. Basel readingl writing, 
modifying, filing, and printing 

3. Calculator: dOing siaple 
arithmetic 

4. Decimal: for.atting files in 
the Air Force decimal format 

5. Format: providing 4ids for 
using Output Processor 
directives 
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6. Graphics: creating and 
modifying diagrams 

1. Hyphen: adding words to the 
hyphenation dictionary 

8. Letter: formatting a business 
letter 

9. Message: interface to SHDMSC 
10. Modify: special purpose 

editing co •• ands 
11. Programs: compiling, loading, 

debugging, managing, and adding 
tools to the AKV 

(do you want to see the rest of tbe 
menu?» YIN: 

Ves 
HELP > <IT: 

12. Proof: checking CO~ formats on 
a Tektronix screen 

13. Publish: generating sections 
of documents 

14. Send.ail: locating current 
idents 

15. Executive System: file 
handl1ngl other tools 

2 
(HELP) > <IT.: 

Base: readlngl writlngl moditying, filing, 
and printing 

By default, YOU are in the Base subsystem 
when you enter NLS. 

Base subsystea 
Base is the hoae subsyste. in ILS. It has 

commands that allow you to read, write, and 
modify infor.atton online and output it to 
hardcopy, ,.ong other things. 

message<OK) message 
(Searching HELP file) 
(HELP) > </T: 
message - one of the following: 

1. a message sent through tbe NLS: 
Sendllail system 

2. a m~ssage sent through the 
Execu~lye SYstem (TElEX or 
TOPS-20) SNDMSG 

3. one·s file of ExecutIve System 
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(TENEX Or TOPS-20) messages 
4. tb~ Message Subsystem for handling 

SNDMSGes vlaNLS 
BASE C: 

NOTE: It you type question mark after the "<IT:" prompt, you 
will see that two of your alternatives are left angle bracket 
«) and up arrow (""). Typing a lett angle bracket followed by 
<OK) will recall the previous display of intormation. Typing 
an up arrow followed by (OK) will display the information one 
l~vel UP in the outline of Help information. 

Many people find that working with Help is awkward at 
first--they are used to turning to a person or a familiar 
reference manual when they need assistance. The experience of 
using Help is d1fferent from thumbing through a traditional 
reference manual. The response is sometl.es rather slow 
because Help has to search through a great deal of information, 
and, of course, Help is in no way as tlexlble as a person. 
However, it is worthwhile to work with Help. With practice, 
using Help becomes easy and comfortable and gives you access to 
a great wealth of intormation without your ever having to leave 
the terminal. Tbe ability to use Help will make you a more 
~elt-sutficent NLS user, you will be able to find answers when 
you need thea and take on new tasks with aore confidence. 

You may occasionally have trouble getting an answer that Is 
easy for you to understand, because there are aany different 
kinds of NLS users; soaeuSers know a lot aboutcoaputers, 
whereas many are using the. for the :tirst tll8e. We have tried 
to anticipate the terms you need, but we have not always 
succeeded. It you have suggestions for ter.s, please send them 
to Feedback by the method described below. 

COMMUNICATING WITH PEOPLE: ACTION 

You can send. a telegram-like .essage to tbe system staff at any 
time to ask a question, ask for assistance, or offer 
suggestions, complaints, or c()ap11ments,. This service is 
called ACTION, which accepts all messages and returns an 
answer. 

When questions reach ACTION, an system staff member answers 
theJll. Wben ACTION receives a request for services a system 
staff member performs theserv1ces and Informs the requestor of 
the outcome or explains why the service vas not performed. 
Reports of bugs are passed on to progl'alllBers and tbeplanned 
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disposition reported back to the user. Suggestions are sent to 
the appropriate people and acknowledgments are sent to the 
user. 

sending a Message to Action: The Message Subsystem 

To send a message to Action, you can use the Message subsystem. 
The Message subsystem enables yOU to handle Executive System 
(TENEX or TOPS-20) SNDI4SGcommunicatlons throughNLS. with 
this subsystem you can move your messages into NL5, sort 
messages, and auto.atically send messages tbrough SNDMSG via 
NLS. To reach the Message subsystem, type "en tor "Execute" 
then IIpft for "Program". This wl11 allow you to load the 
message prograD by typing hI" for load and Up" tor "Progras" 
followed by "message." Terminate your co •• and by typing <OK). 
Atter the system messages "Loading User Program" and "Subsystem 
MESSAGE Now Available (Attached )" appear you can type "gft for 
"Goto" and then "m" for "~essageh follo~ed by <OK). "MESSAGE 
C:" will appear in your coamand window when Message is ready 
for a command. 

You type: 

e 
p 

1 
p 
message(OK> 

gm<OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Execute (couand in) C: 
BASE Execute (co •• and in) Programs 
PROGRAMS C: 
PROGRAMS Load C: 
PROGRAMS Load Program BIT/til: 
PROGRAMS Load Prograe aessage ) ••• 
BASE c: 
BASE Goto (subsystem) Message 
MESSAGE C: 

the Message coamand "Send" prompts yoU to provide infor.ation 
tor a message, and then sends an ExecutIve SYste. SNDMSG to the 
people whose usernames or idents you sp.clfy. To send a branch 
of the NLS file you have loaded to Action YO\l type "s" tor 
"Send" then "b" tor "Branch". The network address ACTIOI 
should be specified following the prompt: (To:). The Message 
system will prompt you for a carbon copy list and a title. The 
m.ssage system wi1 verify the distribution list and give you 
the opportunity to add to the list beiore sending the mail. 
Note that the command pays attention to viewspecs. 
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Command window shows: 

MESSAGE Send C: 
MESSAGE Send Branch (at) 8/A: 
MESSAGE Send Branch (at) ) 1: 
(To:) BIT/A: 
(To:)actlon 
(ee:) B/T/A: 
(Subject:) BIT/A: 
(Subject:) BlflA: Help 
verifYng41stribut10~ list 
To: AtTI0N@ 
Type <OK) to continue. 
(Send the message now?(Type N to add to 
list» YIN: 
Yes A ••• 

ACTION@ 
Delivered. 
HESSAGE C: 
MESSAGE Quit ol/e: 
BASE C: 

Sending your message is equivalent to dropping a letter in a 
~al1 box, not to delivery. The Execuive mailer cbecks tor 
.essages freQuently but the _all may not reach Action until 
shortly after it was sent. 

The Message co •• and "Copy" copies your MAIL.TXT file to the 
addre~s yOU point to. It changes the format to make the 
messages easy to handle in NLS. 

You type: 

c 
m(OK> 
(OK> 

<BUG> 
<OK) 

Command window shows: 

MESSAGE Copy c: 
MESSAGE Copy M.ssage (File) OI/T/[ll: 
MESSAGE Copy Message (Fl1e) 
"(MAIL.tIT)" (to follow) 8/A: 
Copy Message (FILE) ·(MAIL)TIT)" L: 
MESSAGE C: 

For further information on the message subsyste. see 
(userguides,message,>. 
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1. How can you find out what YOU can delete? 

2. The word "Visible" may appear when you use Question mark; 
how do yOU find out what it means? 

3. How would you ask to have your password changed? 
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There are se~eral ways to get information or assistance when 
yoU are using HLS. At any pOint in a coa.and, you may type a 
question mark and NLS will list your present alternatives. The 
Help command enables you to ask for definItions of terms and 
other lniot.ation. You may easily send a brief message or 
question to ACTION with the Message subsystem, and you will get 
an answer. 

ILS is a large system that includes sanypowerful tools and 
techniques. Question mark, Help, and ACTIOI enable you to 
learn about NLS as you work and to become a self-sufficient and 
creative user. Even if you know enough to get your work done, 
you can always learn new commands and more effective methods, 
as well as surprising tricks--thls means that you can use NLS 
for a wide range of tasks as well as satisfy your sense of 
curiosity ane play-
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1. It "BASE C:", type ttd" for "Delete" and then type a question 
mark. You can then use one of the command nouns or type <CD) 
to cancel the command. 

2. At "BASE C:", type "h" for "Help" and then type "visible", 
followed by <OK). When you have finished reading the 
definition, type <CD>. 

3. Use the Goto command to reach the ~essage subsystem. When 
in Message, use the send command, as described in this lesson, 
to send a message with a title of your choice and the text from 
an NLS file as the message. Use the Quit co •• and to return to 
the Base subsystem. 
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CREATING AND READING AN ORCANIZED FILE 

This lesson teacbes you ho~ to create and read an organ1zed 
f1le in NLS with the Base subsystem. You should already know 
how to log in and create simple NLS files. 
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In this lesson, you will learn how to write a document In NtS 
and then read it. Writing in NLS means adding text to a file 
by typing at your keyboard or by copying text that Is already 
stored in the computer. A valuable difference between wrIting 
documents in N"LS andwri tlng them on typewriters Is the unique 
way that text in NLS files can be structured. the paragraphs 
and headings are organized into an outline that tells NLS the 
relationships between the statements. For exa.ple, the first 
chapter title would be at position 1 in the o~tllne, the first 
subheading in that chapter would be at position la, and the 
first paragraph following that subheading would be at position 
lal. This outline form is called "blerarchical structure". 

This lesson ~ill teach you more about hierarchical structure. 
You will see ho~ it helps you organize your thoughts and your 
writing, and how it makes it possible fer you to look at your 
online document from many different pOints of view. 

Reading in NLS Is much more flexible than reading text that is 
printed in a book. With a book, you can either read eacb 
section straight through, from beginning to end, or you can 
scan quickly across pages, picking out a sentence here and 
there. In NLS you can read the paragraphs on your screen, one 
after the other, but there are also many dlfte~ent and useful 
ways to look at an online document. For example, you can see 
only the headings, or only the headIngs and the first line of 
every paragraph; the other lines will still be there, but you 
do not see thea until yoU need thea. 
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Back: A command word that reters to the statement immediately 
before the stateBent yoU inoicate,regardless of level. 

hierarchical structure: The structure of NLS files; an outline 
form that shows the relationship between the statements. 

<INS): This stands for Insert. Pressing the appropriate key 
on the keyboard puts you in insert mode. 

insert mode: You enter thIs mode when you type <INS) in place 
of the final (OK) at the end of the Insert statement command. 
In insert mode, you can continually add statements until you 
type (CD). 

Insert Statement command: A Base subsystem command that lets 
you add statements to a file. 

Jump command: An NLS command to move from one point in a file 
to another, or trom one tile to another. 

level: A number that indicates how far up or down a statement 
15 in the hierarchical structure of a file. 

level clipping: Using viewspecs to display a limited number ot 
levelS in a tile. 

line clipping: Using viewspecs to display a limited number of 
lines for each statement. 

Next: 1 co •• and word that refers to the statement immediately 
following the statement you indlcate, regatdless of level. 

origin statement: The first statement in eyery tile. When you 
create a file, ILS auto.ati~ally makes an origin statement 
containing the name of the fil~ and otber pertinent 
laformation. The origin statement is at level 0, that Is, one 
level above the first-level statements; it is the only 
statement that can be at this level. 

predecessor: The predecessor of a state_ent 1s the preceding 
statement that Is at the same level and has the same 
upstatement. Not every st~tement has a predecessor. 

statement nUIl,ber: A series ot alternat1ng nusbers and letters 
tbat indicates the exact position of a statement within the 
h1erarchical structure of a file. 
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structure: The arrangement of statements in a file. NLS files 
have a hierarchical structure. 

substate.ment: A substatement of a statement Is any statement 
that is one level below it. Not every state~ent has a 
substatement. 

substructure: All of the statements one or more levels below a 
particular statement. Not every statement has substructure. 

successor: The successor of a statement is the next statement 
that 1s at the same level and has the same upstatement. Not 
every statement bas a successor. 

upstatement: The upstatement of a statement is the statement 
that is one level above It. Every statement except the origin 
statement has an upstate&ent. 

viewspecs: Single-letter specifications of how you see your 
file. For example, with one viewspec you will see blank lines 
between statements, and with another you will see the 
statements without blank lines between thea. 
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ORGANIZED FILES: HIERARCHICAL STRUCtURE 

Humankind has classified most of the things in the worldl 
including the world itself, into hierarchies. The world Is 
divided into continents, the continents are di~lded into 
countries, countries are divided into states, states into 
counties, and so on. When we refer to hierarchical structure 
in NLS files, we mean the arrangement of statements into an 
outline torm that shows the relationships between the 
statements. This is like any natural hierarchy, because you 
arrange the statements in the outline according to their 
content. 

We can use the exa.ple of the world to show ho~ you would 
express a natural hierarchy with NLS structure. Each item in 
the following outline 1s a separate statement. Note that 
although eacb statement shown here is only one line long, a 
statement in a hierarchy can also be an entire paragraph. NLS 
uses Identing to show the relationships between the statements. 
Each statement that is "below" another statement in the 
hierarchy is indented three character positions from that 
statement. 

World 

Africa 

Ethiopia 

Kenya 

Zambia 

Antarctica 

Asia 

India 

Japan 

Thailand 

Australia 

Australia 

New Zealand 
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Europe 

Austria 

Ireland 

SpaIn 

North America 

Canada 

Cuba 

Mexico 

South America 

Argentina 

Brazil 

Chile 
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We could fill In this outline by including all the countries 
under each continent and then adding states under countries, 
counties under states, and so on, until we reached individual 
buildings or people in them. The hierarchy in the example has 
three levels; the World state.ent Is at level 1, the continents 
are one level below it, at level 2, and the co~ntries are at 
level 3. If we added states under countries, the hierarchy 
would then have tour levels. 

two useful NLS terms tor describing the relationships bet~een 
statements In a file are "subst.tement" and "upstatement". A 
substatement of a stat$ment Is any statement that is one level 
below it. In the preceding example, Ethiopia, Kenya, and 
Zambia are all substatellents ot Africa, and Antarctica has no 
substatements. The upstatement of a statement Is the statement 
that is one level above it. For example, the ~pstatement for 
Ethiopia, Kenya, or Zambia is Africa, and the upstate.ent for 
Antarctica is World. 

We use the term "substructure" to refer to all of the 
statements that are one or more levels below a particular 
statement- In the preceding example, all of the continents and 
the countries below each continent are the substructure of the 
World statement. The two countries Australia and New Zealand, 
below the continent Australia, are the substructure of 
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Australia. Since Antarctica has no countries below it, It has 
no substructure, and since none of the countries have 
statements below them, none of them have substructure. 

This lesson shows how you would create a table of contents, 
another familiar form of hierarchical structure. The table of 
contents structure is espeCially appropriate because many 
people use NLS for producing hierarchically structured 
documents. To create a tile named Gulliver containing the 
partlal table of contents shown on the following page, you 
would first give the Create File command and type "gulliver" as 
the name of the file. When you do this, fiLS automatically 
makes an origin statement containing information abQut the 
file. You would then be ready to insert the table of contents 
following the origin statement. 
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1 Letter trom Capt. Gulliver to his Cousin Sympson 

The Publisher ~o the Reader 

The Contents 

Part 1. j Voyage to Lilliput 

Chap. II. The Emperor of Lil1iput, attended by several 
of the nobility, cowes to see the author in his 
confinement. 

Chap. III. The author diverts the Emperor and his 
nobility of both sexes, in a very uncom~on manner. 

Part II. A Voyage to Brobdingnag 

Chap. I. A great storm described, the long-boat sent to 
fetch water, the author goes ~ith it to discover the 
country_ A description of the inhabitants. 

Chap. II. A description of the far.er·s daughter. The 
author carried to a market-town, and then to the 
metropolis. 

Chap_ III. The author sent for to court. The Queen buys 
him of his master the farmer and presents him to the 
King. 

Part III. A Voyage to Laputa, Balnlbarbl, Glubbdubdrlb, 
Luggnagg, and Japan 

Chap_ I. The author sets out on his third voyage, Is 
taken by pirates. He Is received into Laputa. 

Chap. II. 
described. 

The humours and dispositions of the Laputlans 

Chap. Ill. 
astronomy. 
latter. 

Notes and Cowments 

A pheno.enon solved by aodern philosophy and 
The Laputlans' great improvements in the 
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When yoU want to type a series of statements such as the table 
of contents on the preceding page, with each new statement 
directly following the last one, use insert mode to enter the 
statements. Once you are in insert mode, YOU simply type a 
statement and end 1t with (OK>, then type the next statement 
and end that with <OK>, and so on. Each statement will follow 
the last one you typed. To enter insert Rode, type (INS> in 
place of the final (OK) at the end of the Insert statement 
command that you use to enter the first statement. To leave 
insert mode, type (CD> just as you would to cancel any other 
command. 

When you use the Insert Statement command, you see the prompt 
flL:"; the "L" in this prompt means that you can indicate the 
relative level of the statement you are inserting, that lSI its 
level relative to the statement it follows. This enables you 
to arrange the statements into a hierarchy as you type them. 
Type "d<OK)" after the prompt if you want the statement to be 
down one level from the one it follows or "u<OK>" if you want 
it to De up one level. If you want the statement to be up more 
than one levell Simply type another flU" fcr each level; for 
~xample, "uuu(OK)" would make the statement be UP three levels 
from the statement it follows. If you want the statement to be 
at the same level as the statement it follows, type (OK) after 
the tiL:" prollpt or simply begin typing the statement. 

NOTE: You cannot insert a statement to be down more than one 
level from the one it tollows. 

When you begin inserting statements into a newly created file, 
the .first state.ent that you type will ,follow the origin 
statement. The originstate.~nt is the upstate.ent of all the 
first-level statements that you add to the file; in other 
words, the origin statement is at level 0 and all of the other 
state.ents in the tile are the substructure of the origin 
statement. However, you 00 not need to indicate the level of 
the statement that follows the origin statement; since any 
statement that you insert to follow the origin statement must 
be at level I, NLS auto.atically assumes level 1 in this case. 

After giving the Create File command to create a file named 
Gulliver, you could use insert mode to add to it the table of 
contents, adjusting th. lev.l of each statement after the 
"L/T/[AJ:" prompt when necessary. Entering the first two 
statements would look like this: 
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You type: 

i 
s 
<BUG) 
(OK> 
A Letter ••• 

Sympson 
(INS) 
<OK) 
The Publisher 

••• Reader(OK) 
<OK} 
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Command window shows: 

BASE Insert C: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) 8/A: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) L: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) B/T/[Il: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) L: 
A Letter trom Capt. Gulliver 
to his Cousin SYmpson 

L: 
B/T/CAl: 
The Publisher to the Reader 
L: 
B/T/[Al: 

Entering the next three statements would look like this: 

You type: 

The Contents 
(OK> 

d<OK) 
Part I ••• 

(OK> 
d(OK) 
Chap. II ••• 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

the Contents 
L: 
"d" B/T/[Al: 
Part I. A Voyage to Ll11iput 
L: 
lid" BITI [AJ: 
Chap. II. The Emperor of Ll11iput, attended 

by several of the nobility, comes to see 
the author In his confine.ent. 

L: 

You could continue in this way to enter the entice table of 
contents; hOkever, yoU would not see all of it in the file 
windOw. It is important tor you to realize that as long as you 
type each statement .and tollow it with (OK), it will be added 
to your file even though you cannot see it being added. Of 
course, you can always see the statement that you are typing in 
the command window. 

Notice that since "Notes and Comsents ft is at the highest level 
in the hierarchy, it is two levels up from the statement it 
follows (Chap. III of Part III). Thus, to add the statement 
"Notes andeo •• ents·· two levels up from the statement it 
fqllows, yOU would type "uti<OK)" after the "L:" prompt. Then, 
after inserting that final statement, you would type <CD> atter 
the ttL:" proapt to leave insert mode. 

INSERTING I~DIVIDUjL ST'!EME~TS 

After using insert mode to type a series of statements into a 
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file, you may find that YOu want to add statements to what you 
typed. YoU can use the Insert Statement com.and to add one or 
more statements anywhere in a file. Just indicate which 
statement you want the new statement or statements to follow. 
To add one state.ent, end the Insert Statement command with 
(OK); to aQd more than one statement, enter insert mode as 
usual by typing (INS) in place of the final (OK>. For example, 
to add Chap. I to Part I in the table of contents, you could 
use the Insert Statement command, bug the Part 1 statement, and 
add the Chap. I statement to follow it, down one level. 

You type: 

i 
s 
<BUG) 
d(OK) 

Chap_ I ••• 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Insert C: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) 8/A: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) L: 
BASE Insert statement (to follow) "d" 

B/T/tAJ: 
BASE Insert Statement (to follow) "d" Chap. 
I. The author is shipwrecked and Swims for 
his life; gets sate on shore in the countrY 
of Lilliput, is made a prisoner, and carried 
up the country. 

BASE C: 

When you insert a statement to follow another at th~ same level 
and the statement it 1s t9 follow has substructure, the 
statement yOU are inserting will come atter the substructure. 
Fot example, if youaddeQ a Part IV statement to the table of 
conteDts and indicated that it should follow Part III at the 
same level, Part IV would come after Chap. III of Part III, one 
level higher than Chap. III and at the same level as Part III. 
Note that there is often more than one way to add a statement 
at a particular position in a hierarchically structured tile. 
For example, if you insertad a Part IV statement to follow 
Chap- III and indicated that it should be up one level, the 
result would be the same as if you inserted it to follow Part 
III at the same level. 

READING: THE JUMP COMMAND 

If you have added statements to a file at a place that is not 
displayed on your screen, you will probably want to look at 
those statements. To read part of an NLS file that is not 
currently displayed on your screen, YOU can use One of the many 
forms of the Jump command to find the statellentyou want to 
read and display it at the top of the file window. The NLS 
command verb for reading is called "JUlIlp" because you can leap 
from one statement to any other without dIsplaying any of the 
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statements between them. When you use the Jump command verb, 
you will see a prompt "B/C:" that means you have to tell wbat 
point in a file yoU want to jump to by bugging something or by 
using a command word. 

The simplest way to indicate which statellentyou want to jump 
to is to bug it. This allows yoU to read more of what follows. 
After you bug the statement, you will see a "V:" prompt, which 
means that you may change viewspecs (as described later in this 
lesson). To keep the same view, simply type «(I). The 
statement you bugged w111 then move to the top of your tile 
window and you will see the next series of statements that 
follow it. for example, after inserting the table of contents 
into the Gulliver file, yo~ could read beyond what shows on 
your screen by using Jump and bugging any character 1n the last 
statement in your file window. 

You type: 

j 
<BUG> 
<OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/e: 
BASE Jump (to) V: 
BASEe: 

After reading the entire table of contents, you could return to 
the beglnnin~ ot the file by using the Jump Origin command. 
This command displays the origin statement of your file at the 
top of your file window. 

You type: Command window sho:ws: 

j B.ASE Jump (to) Ble: 
0 BASE Jullp (to) OrIgin B/I: 
<HUGe> BAS.E Jump (to) Origin V: 
<OK) BASE c: 

JUMPING WItH STRUCTURE: NEXT, BACK, SUCCESSOR, AND PREDECESSOR 

Four important command words that yOU can use with the verb 
"Jump" are Next, Back, Success()r, and Predecessor. Like 
"upstatement" and "substatement", these terms describe 
structural relationships between statements in an NLS tile. 

"Next" is the statement immediately tollowing the statement 
that you indicate and "Back" Is the state.ent immediately 
before the one yOU indicate. These co •• and words can be used 
with uJump" to display a statement not currently in the file 
window. For example, to see the statement following the last 
statement in your flle window, you can give thE Jump Next 
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command and bug the statement. Since there is another command 
word that can follow Jump and begins with Un", you must type 
"<SP)n" for "Next". 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
<SP)n BASE Jump (to) Next B/A: 
<BUG> BASE Jump (to) Next V: 
<OK) BASE C: 

If you then give the Jump Back command and bug the statement at 
the top of your file window, you will see the immediately 
preceding statement. 

You type: 

j 
b 
<BUG> 
<OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Back B/A: 
BASE Jump (to) Back v: 
BASE C: 

The "successor" of a statement is the next statement that is at 
the same level and has the same upstatement; not every 
statement has a successor. The "predecessor" ot a statement is 
the preceding statement that Is at the same level and has the 
same upstatement; not every statement has a predecessor. To 
see various sections of a document that are at the same level, 
you can Jump to the suCcessors and predecessors of the 
statements. For example, if the Part II statement of the table 
of contents were showing on your screen and you used Jump to 
display the successor of Part II, yeu would see Pact III at the 
top of your fIle window. 

You type: Command window Shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
s BASE Jump (to) SUcce,ssor B/l: 
<BUG) BASE Jump (to) Successor V: 
<OK) BASE C: 

If you then used Jump to display the predecessor of part III, 
you would see Pact II at the top of your file ~indow. 
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Command window shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Predecessor Ell: 
BASE Juap (to) Predecessor V: 
BASE c: 

NOTE: It you try to jump to the Next, Back, successor, or 
predecessor of a statement that does not have one, the 
statement You indicate will appear at the top at your file 
window. 

CHANGING VIE~S: VIEWSPECS 

NLS enables you to look at your file trom several different 
points of view. For example, you can display your file with 
blank lines between the statements. When you view your file 
witn blank linesl it does not mean that NL5 puts empty spaces 
into your tile; NLS merely displays your file in a different 
way. 

"Yiewspecs" are single-letter specificat1~ns that determine 
wbat kind ot v1ek you have ot your file. Some of tbe viewspecs 
that are currently controlling your view are displayed in the 
v!ewspec window. When YOU enter NLS, certain viewspecs are 
automaticallY in effect, such as those that let you see all 
lines of all statements in your file. To change y~ur view, you 
can Use the Set Viewspecs co •• and. Type "<5P)&e" for "Set" and 
"y" for "Viewspecs". You will then see a "1:- prompt, which 
means that you can type one or more vle~specs followed by <OK). 
Uppercase v1ewspecs produce different results than lowercase 
vlewspecs, so be sure to type the proper case. 

Viewing Blank Lines between statements 

Vlewspecs y and 2 control the blank lines between statements. 

Viewspec: 

y 
z 

Means: 

Blank lines between state.ents on 
Blank lines between state.ents off 

For example, to see your tile wi th blan"k lines between the 
$tatements, you can use the Set Vl~wspecs co •• and as tollows: 

Set Viewspecs 

Vlellspecs y 
and z 



You type: 

<SP)se 
v 
y 
<OK) 
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command window shows: 

BASE Set C: 
BASE Set liewspecs V: 
BASE Set Viewspecs flyft V: 
BASE C: 

Many people find that files are easier to read with viewspec y. 
You can change your view in other ways by setting other 
viewspecswhilekeeping the blank lines between statements on. 

Viewing Statement Numbers 

Vlewspecs not only enable you to control the way you see your 
file, they also enable yOU to display helpful information that 
NLS maintains about each statement; for example, you can 
display your tile with statement numbers. A statement number 
is a series of alternating numbers and letters that indicates 
the exact position of a statement within the hierarchical 
structure ot a file. The first statement after the origin 
statement 1s always statement 1. The first 5utstatement after 
statement 1 is stateBent la, and the successor of statement 1 
is statement 2. To see the statement numbers for your file, 
you can use the Set Viewspec5 command yltb viewspec m. 

You type: 

<SP>se 
v 
III 
<OK> 

Command window sho~s: 

BASE Set C: 
BASE Set Yiewspecs V: 
BASE set Viewspecs "mft V: 
BAS,E C: 

By viewing your tile with statement numbers on, you can 
determine the level of a particular statement. Note that a 
statement number is not part of a statement; you cannot use 
editing commands to delete or change It. 

To see your file again witnout the statement numbers, use the 
Set Viewspecs command with viewspec n. 

Viewspec: 

11 
n 

~eans: 

Statement numbers on 
Statement numbers off 
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Level and Line Clipping Vle~specs 

To get an overall picture 01 a book, a reader often looks at a 
list of the chapter titles if one has been specially prepared. 
In NLS, you can easily display only the main headings in any 
document by using viewspecs to display a limited number of 
levels in the file. this is called "level clipping". For 
example, you can uSe the Set Yiewspecs co •• and ulth viewspec d 
to "show first level only". 

The viewspec window on your screen keeps yoU informed of how 
many levels are being displayed. Hotice that it yoU set 
vlewspec d, you will see "1 ALL" in the viewspec window. This 
means that one level and all lines are being displayed. 

If you want to see more than one level, you can display the two 
highest levelS, the three highest levels, or any number 01 
levels up to 64. After setting vlewspec d, you can set 
vlewspec D, ~hlcb means "show one level more fl

; you will then 
see two levels of statements in the file window and "2 ALLn 1n 
the viewspecwindow. To display three levels, you can add 
another viewspec b for "ShOW one level aore", for four levels, 
you can add still another viewspec b, and so on. Thus, if you 
were viewing a file wit~ all levels and all lines and you 
wanteQ to see only the top three levels, you could set your 
vlewspecs as tollows: 

You type: 

<SP)se 
y 

dbb 
<OK) 

Co •• ana window shows: 

BASE Set C: 
BASE set Viewspecs V: 
BASE Set V1ewspecs "dbb- V: 
BASE C: 

Ylewspec a means "sh6w one level less". For example, if three 
l~vels were being displayed and you wanted to see only two, you 
could set viewspec a. 

It is important to understand that level clipping viewspecs 
display a nuaber ot levelS ~ore or less than the number that is 
in effect according to your previous v1ewspecs, not necessarily 
a number ot levels more or less than what you see on your 
screen. For example, ALL levels Is 64 levels, so if you set 
viewspec a when you have ALL levels sho~ln9, yoU will have 63 
levels; this will change your view only if the part of the file 
yOU are looking at contains a state.ent at level 64. 
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NOTE: No matter ~hat levels are to be displayed according to 
your viewspecs, NLS will always show the state.ent that is at 
the top of the file window and any other statements following 
it at the saBe level. For example, if you set vlewspec d to 
"show tirst level only" when there are two third-level 
statements at the beginning of your tile windo~, you will see 
those third-level statements and then only the first-level 
statements following them. 

You can use viewspec c to displaY all levels. This viewspec is 
1n effect when you enter NLS. 

If you specifY two viewspecs that contradict each other, such 
as viewspec 6 to show the first level only and vlews~ec c to 
show all levels, the viewspec you type last will take effect. 
For example, it you gave the command "Set Viewspecs de", 
viewspec c would take effect and viewspee d would be ignored. 

You can use viewspecs to control the number of lines displayed 
tor each statement in the same way that you can control the 
number of levels. This is called "line clipping". Use 
viewspec t to display only the first line in each statement, 
viewspec r to add lines, viewspec q to take them away, and 
viewspec s to show all lines. Viewspec s is in effect when you 
enter NLS. 

Notice that your viewspec kindow shows the number of lines 
currently being displayed. For example, if yo~ set viewspec t 
to show tirst lines only while you have level clIpping 
vlewspecs to show three levels, you will see "3 1" in your 
vlewspec window. 

The following list summarizes the level and line clipping 
Viewspecs: 

Yiewspec: 

a 
b 
c 
d 
q 
r 
s 
t 

keans: 

Show one level less 
Show one level more 
Show all levels 
Show first level only 
Show one line less 
Show one 11ne more 
Show all lines 
Show lirst lines only 

Level and line clipping viewspecs can be used together very 
effectively. For example, you could set viewspecs d, b, and t 
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to see the first lines of all statements at the two highest 
levels, tor a good overall outline of a document. Two more 
vlewspecs, wand X, combine level and line clipping. 

Viewspec: 

w 
x 

Means: 

Show all lines and all levels 
Show one line and one level only 

CHANGING VIE~S AS YOD READ: JUMPING WITH VIEWSPECS 

When you give any Jump command other than Jump Link, you will 
see a "V:" promp t. This proillptenables you tocbange your 
vlewspecs while you jump. When the state.ent you jump to is 
displayed, any viewspecs that you type atter the "V:" will take 
effect. Remember that no matter what levels are to be 
displayed according to your viewspecs, NLS will always show the 
statement yOU jump to and any statements :follollling it at the 
same level. 

Changing v1ewspecs while you jump 15 a good way to look for 
something in a structured file. You could begin by IGoking at 
th~ file with only on. level and one line, JUMP to the heading 
that Inte~ests yOU and give a viewspec that adds another level, 
check the subheadings and juap to one wltb a viewspec that adds 
an.other level, and so on, u.ntil YOU fInd the state.ent you want 
to. read. You could then jump to that statement with a vlewspec 
to show all lines so you could read the entire paragraph. 
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1. What is the upstatement of the Part III statement In the 
table of contents? What is the upstatement of "Notes and 
Com:men tsU? 

2. What is the Next of "the Contentsh ? What Is the Back? 

3. What is the successor of the Part I statement? What is the 
predecessor? 

4. What is the statement number 0.1 the Chap. I statement in 
Part III? What is the statement number of its upstatement? 

SOGGESTED PROJECT 

To gain more experience .ith creating and reading structured 
files, make a new file and type In the management structure of 
your own department or organization. ~hen the hierarchy of 
managers anO non-managers is complete, use level clipping 
viewspecs to see the managers at the top levels of the 
hierarchy. 
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The ability to arrange the intormation in your ILS file into a 
hierarchical structure provides several Important advantages 
for wrIting and reading. Working with structured tiles not 
only gives you new tools to belp you write, it often changes 
the way you write. When composing a document in NLS, you are 
encouraged to plan the overall structure of the document, and 
this often means that a document written in NLS is more 
carefully organized than one written by hand or on a 
typewriter. You can use level ~lipping viewspecs to see the 
organization of your document at a glance. 

When you learn to use editing co •• ands to change a structured 
file, you will see that it is very easy to reorganize a 
well-structured document; with one co •• and you can move a 
chapter from the beginning to the end of a document or delete a 
section of unnecessary or redundant information without 
disturbing the rest of the text. The lesson that teaches you 
how to do this is "Editing: An Intermediate Lesson". 
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1. The upstatement of the Part III statement 1s "Tbe Contents". 
Since "Notes and Comments" Is a first-level statement, its 
upstate~ent is the origin statement. 

2. The Part I statement is the Next of "The Contents". "The 
Publisher to the Reader" is the Back of "The co~tents". 

3. The successor of the Part I statement is the Part II 
statement. The Part I statement does not have a predecessor. 

4. The Chap_ I statement in Part III has the statement nusber 
3el; its upstatement has the statement number 3C. 
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EDItING: AN INtERMEDIATE LESSO. 

This lesson teaches you to revise a document by taking 
advantage of the hierarchical structure of NL! tiles. You will 
learn how to combine basic editIng commands with an 
understanding of structured files and how to have NLS 
automatically repeat comBands for you. Before reading this 
lesson, you should be familiar with the information presented 
in the lessons "Beginning Use of NLS" and ftcreating and Reading 
an Organized File". 
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The hierarchical structure of NLS files makes it possible for 
you to control logical sections of a document. It is not only 
easier to read an online document, it is much easier to totally 
reorganize one. For exaap!e, you can move a chapter fro. the 
beginning of a document to the end with one slap Ie command. 
The editing command verbs Delete, Move, Replace, and Insert, 
which you have already learned to use with Character, Text, and 
Word, also apply to units of structure, such as Statement. For 
example, just as you can use the .command Delete Character to 
remove a character, you can use the co •• and Delete statement to 
remove an entire paragrapt. You will learn tkO new units ot 
structure and two new editng command verbs in this lesson. 

Revising a document with NLS can mean much more than simply 
correcting typing errors or grammar. You can essentially 
create a new document by taking an existing document and using 
editing commands to revise it, without having to retype any of 
the original text. As you revise, yOU can use level and line 
clipping viewspecs to see an overall picture of the 
organization of the document and can easily use a few editing 
commands to reorganize it. 
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branch: A statement and all of Its substructure (it it has 
any). A branch reay be a single statement that has no 
statements below it or an origin statement that includes the 
entire tile. 

Copy command: A Base subsystem command that reproduces 
information in a file, such as a character, a ~ord, some text, 
a statement, a branch, or a group. 

file return ring: A list of the last ten files that you 
displayed. 

group: A series of branches that have the same upstatement. 

Jump File Return command: An NLS command that enables you to 
display one of the files that are in your file return rlng. 
When NLS returns you to the file, the statement that you 
displayed last will be at the top of the file ~lndow and the 
same viewspecs will be in effect. 

<RC>: This stands for Repeat Command. Pressing either the 
~ppropriate key on the keyDoard or the middle and right mouse 
buttons puts YOU in repeat mode. 

repeat mode: You enter this mode when you type (RC) in place 
of tbefinal (OK> in a cOlIlDand. The cos.and Is repeated up to 
the step where you have to bug something or type so.e text. 
After you give the final <OK) for the repeated co •• and, it will 
automatically repeat aga1n, and so on, until you type <CD). 
You also enter this mode if you type <ac> when fiLS is ready for 
a command, in wh.ich case the last co •• and you gave 15 repeated 
until you type <CD). 

Transpose command: A Base subsystem co •• and tbat enables you 
to make iniormatlon such as characters, words, text, 
statements, branches, or groups exchange places. 
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Besides a statement, there are other units of structure that 
you can change with a single editing command. Two of these 
structural units are "branch" and "group". 

A branch is a statement and all of its substructure (if it has 
anY). A branch can be a single statement that has no 
statements below it, or a statement with several levels of 
substatements below 1t. One branch may have several other 
branches within it. 

1 group is any series of branches that have the same 
upstatement. A group may cons1st Of branches that are 
statements without substatements as ~el1 as branches that have 
several levels of substructure. To point to a group, bug the 
top statement of the first branch in the group and then bug the 
top statement of the last branch in the group. Whenever you 
designate a group, yoU must always indicate two things: the 
first branch In the group and the last brancb in the group. 

To jump to a branch or a group, simply jump to the statement 
that is at the top of the branch or at the top of the first 
branch in the group. (There is no "Jump to Branch" or "Jump to 
Group" command.) You can do this with any of the Jump coa.ands 
you have already learned. Branch and group are especially 
important concepts wbenyou edit structured files, because YOU 
can use the command ~ord$ Branch and Group with editing command 
verbs such as Delete and Move. 

EDITING WITH stRUCTURE 

The hierarchical structure of ILS files enables you to control 
sections of structure, sucb as Statement, Branch, and Gro~PI in 
the ~ame way YOU can control Character, text, and _ord. lou 
can uSe any of the editing co •• and verb$, such as Delete, ~oye, 
Replace, and Insert, to change ~he organization or content of 
your document. Rather th~p retype an entire docu.ent, you can 
easily use structure editing co •• ands to re.ove inaccurate 
information and organize ac;curate infer.ation so that it makes 
sense. 

While you are editing structure, you should take advantage of 
level andli,ne clipping viewspecs so YQU can see more ot your 
file as you work. You can show only one or two levels to get 
an overall idea of the structure of the docuaent; then ... ben you 
use structure editing co •• ands, the entire statement, branch, 
or group will be affected even tbough it is not displayed. For 
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example, you can delete a branch by bugging its topmost 
statement and NLS will remove all the information in the 
branch, even if all of it is not displayed. 

In more elementary lessonsl we suggested in detail how to build 
practice files; ho~ever, because of the large amount of 
information you can control with structural editing, it would 
be tedious for you to create a practice flle. Instead, to help 
you practice editing with structure, ve have prepared a file 
named Sports In the ILS-Documentation directory. This file 
contains an outline of professional sports teams and includes 
many errors that you can cor~ect with the commands described In 
this lesson. Since the files in the filS-Documentation 
directory are protected so that you can not make any changes to 
them, you can edit the information In the Sports file only by 
copying it into a file in your own directory. This lesson 
shows how you could copy the information into a file of Jour 
own and gives many examples of commands as they would be used 
to revise it. 

CUPYING 

One of the great advantages of using ItS Is that you can copy 
~aterlal from other files in your own directory or from tiles 
in other directories and then edit whatever you have copied to 
suit yourself. For example, if you wanted to write a business 
letter that was similar but not exactly the sase as one written 
online by a co-worker, you could easily copy the letter and 
then $imply make the necessary changes without retyping it. 

To Copy information from one file to another tile or trom one 
part of a tl1e to another, use the command verb "Copy". Follow 
it by a noun describing what you want to copY, such as 
Character, Text, Word, statement, Branch, or Group~ The 
original information remjins untouched. The copied inforuatlon 
1s. like any new information in your file; you can delete it, 
.ove it, replace it, and even copy it. 

Vben you use Copy to reproduce sections at structure, such as a 
statement, a bEanch, or a group, you can place the copied 
structure anywhere in a file, at any level; you indicate the 
statement that yoU want it to follow and the relative level, 
just as you do when you use the Insert statement command. 

copying from a File in Another Directory 

While there 1s a simple way to copy a whole file from one 
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directory or filename to another (Copy file), in the following 
we use a slightly more complex method of obtainIng a copy of an 
existing tile, to illustrate a way to copy a portion of a file. 

To copy intormation from the file named Sports in the 
NLS-Documentation directory into a file ot the same name in 
your own directory, you would first give the create File 
command and type "sports" as the name of the tile. Your next 
step would be to look at the file in the ILS-Documentation 
directory. 

You can use the Jump Llnkco •• ano to display another tile that 
Is either in your Qwn di[ector~ or in another dlrectory. The 
"link" that you type is a series of characters Indicating wbere 
to jump to (and thus what to show in your file window). To see 
a file that is in another directory, you must type the link as 
follows: the directory name, a comma, the file name, and 
another comma. For example, this is how you would display the 
Sports file in tbe HLS-Documentation directory: 

You type: 

j 
1 
nls-documentation, 
sports, 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Ju.P (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Link 8/T/[Al: 
BASE Jump (to) Link nls-documentation, 
sports, 

BASE C: 

You would then see the beginning of the file in your file 
Window. To get an overall picture of the contents of the file, 
you could use the Set Viewspecs cos.and with viewspec d, to 
show the first level only. If yoU se~ viewspec d after jumping 
to the sports tile, YOU would see ~be three main headings in 
th~ ,file, one tor each of the sports baseball, football, and 
basketball. 

to copy the three first-level branches into the empty Sports 
file that you created, yoU could use the Copy Group coa.and. 
When you copy lIaterial frosa fIle after setting level or line 
clippingviewspecsl you are copying everything that 1s in those 
branches, not just what you see on the screen. So you could 
hav~ v1.wspec d on as you copy the branches, and although you 
would see only the flrst~leyel statements In the file, you 
would be copying everything. Vlewspecs control only what you 
see, not what is actually there. 

In the Copy Group command, you specify the group you want to 
COpy by bugging two st~te.ents, one for the first branch in the 
group and one tor the last branch in the group. For the first 
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branch to be copied from the Sports file, you would bug one of 
the characters in the baseball heading, and for the last 
branch, one of the characters in the basketball heading. To 
specify what you want the copied group to follow, yOU would 
type your directorY name, a comm.a, the tile nalle "sports", 
another co.ma, and then <OK). This tells NLS tbat you want the 
group to follow the origin statement of the Sports tile in your 
own directory. After tYPing (OK), you would see "OP1/L:", 
prompting yOU tor the level of the group relative to the 
statement it will follow; here you would simply type another 
<OK). 

You type: 

c 
9 
<BUG> 
(BUG) 

directory, 
sports., 

(OK) 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Copy C: 
BASE Copy Group (from) B/A/[Tl: 
BASE COpy Group (from) (through) B/A/(7l: 
BASE COpy Group (from) (througb) 

(to follow) a/A: 
BASE Copy Group (from) (through) 

(to follow) directory,sports, A: 
BASE COpy Group (from) (throcgh) 
(to follow) dlrectory,sports, L/[**l: 

BASE C: 

Your Sports file would then contain a copy of the group that 
you bugged. 

Hotice that you can add information to a file that Is not 
currently displayed. To display your new Sports file, you 
could use the Jump Link command, as fol1o~s: 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Ju.p (to) BIC: 
1 BASE JUDlP (to) Link BIT I(Al: 
sports, BASE JUJIlP (to) Link sports, 
<OK> BASE c: 

In general, you can copy material from any file that you can 
read, and yoU can read any file that yOU bave access to; a 
forthcoming lesson will contain informaticn about file access. 
HOwever, if you copy from a file In someone else's directory 
and that person is still making changes to the tile, you will 
not be able t~ read orco~y the latest cbanges. You can only 
Copy from the file as it lIIas the last time it was updated. 
Note that when you display a file that someone else Is editing, 
NLS will inform you with a message in your status window. 
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Copying within a File 

To practice copying information from one part ot a file to 
another, you could improve the baseball section of the Sports 
file. It you set viewspecs to show ~hree levels, you would see 
an American League heading under Baseball and two headings 
under American League, one "Eastern Division" and the other 
simply fl~esternn. To copy the word "Divisionft trom the Eastern 
Division heading to follow the word "Western", you could type 
"cw" tor "Copy Word", bug "Division", ahd then bug "Western" as 
the word that the copied word should follow. 

You type: Command window shows: 

c BASE Copy c: 
111 BASE CO~y Word (from) B/J/[tl: 
<BUG> BASE COpy Word (from) (to follow) B/A: 
<BUG> BASE COpy Word (from) (to tallow) OK: 
<OK) BASE c: 

You might also notice that we ha~e failed to separate the 
National League into divisions. You could use the Copy 
Statement command to copy the division names from the American 
League. ""or example, to copy the heading "Eastern DiviSion", 
you would type "cs" for "CopY statement", bug Eastern Division, 
and then bugNatlonalLeagu~ as the statement that the copied 
statement should follow. After the "Opr/L:" prompt, you would 
hay. to type "dO for "down h to indicate that the division 
heading should be one level do~n from the league heading. 

You type: 

c 
s 
<BUG> 
<BUG> 

d 

<OK) 

Command window shows: 

8.ASE Copy C: 
BASE copy statement (fro.) B/A/tTl: 
BASE Copy state.ent (fro.) (to follow) 8/.A: 
BASE Copy State.ent (from) (to tollow) 
L/C*-]: . 

BASE Copy statement (trom) (to tollow) Ad" 
L: 

BASE C: 

There would then be an Eastern Division heading under National 
League. You eould use COpy Statement Similarly to copy the 
heading "WesternDivls1on~ to tOllow this heading at the same 
level. Later in this lesson you will learn how to move the 
teams in the National League into the appropriate divisions. 
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The command verb "Transpose" enables you to make information 
such as characters, words, text, statements, branches, or 
groups exchange places. When you transpose structure, the 
statements, branches, or groups do not have to be at the same 
level •. 

For example, if you were to jump to the football heading in the 
Sports file and had all levels showing (but nc blank lines 
between statements), you would see that in the American 
Conference of the National Football League, the list of 
divisions includes "Denver Broncos" and the first team under it 
1s "Western Division". To make these two statements change 
places, you ~ould type "t5° for "Transpose statement", bug one 
ot the characters in Denver Broncos, and then bug one in 
Western Division. 

You type: 

t 
s 
<BUG> 
<BUG> 

(OK) 

Command w1ndow shows: 

BASE Transpose C: 
BASE Transpose statement (at) 811: 
BASE Transpose statement (at) (and) B/A: 
BASE Transpose statement (at) (and) 

OK/[*-*l: 
BASE C: 

Suppose you then wanted to reverse the order of the Central 
Division and the Eastern Division. You would type "tb" for 
"TranSpose Branch", bug one of the characters In Central 
Division, ano then bug one in Eastern Division. 

You type: COflBland window shows: 

t BASE Tran.spose c: 
b BASE Transpose Branch (at) HI At 
(BUG> BASE Transpose Branch (at) (and) B/ A: 
<BUG> BASE Transpose Branch (at) (and) OK/[**J: 
<OK> BASE c: 

To use Trans~ose Group, you must point to the two groups that 
you want to exchange places. When you use the Transpose Group 
command, you will see the "B/A:" prompt tour times; each prompt 
aeans that you have to inGlcate a statement. Atter the first 
"B/A:" prompt, bug the top statement of the first branch in the 
first group, and after the second "B/A:" prompt, bug the top 
$tatement ot the last branch in the first group. After the 
third tiBIA:" prompt, bug the top stateDlent ot the .first branch 
1n the second group, and after the fourth "B/A:" prompt, bug 
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the top statement of the last branch in the second group_ If 
YOU watch your prompts and noise words carefully, you will be 
able to tell what to do next. 

DELETING STRUCTURE 

The easiest ~ay to remove unnecessary information in an ILS 
tile is to delete it. Using the Delete command verb to remove 
structure will show quite dramatically how an editing command 
can affect an entire section. 

For example, in the Sports file, if you read the list of teams 
under the Eastern Division in the American Conierence o.t the 
National Football League, you would see that tte last team In 
the lIst is the Denver Athletes. To remove this team from the 
list, you would type "ds"for "Delete Statement" and bug the 
statement. 

You type: 

d 
s 
<BUG> 
<OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Delete c: 
BASE Delete statement (at) B/A: 
BASi Delete statement (at) 01/[**]: 
BASE C: 

In the list of divisions in the American Conference of the 
National Football League, there is an Unknown Division with 
three unknown teams. The statement "Unknown Division" with its 
th,ee substatements is a branch. To remove this entire 
d1vision, YOU lioula type "db" for "Delete Branch" and bug one 

. of the characters in the statement "unknown Div1sion". 

YOu type: 

d 
b 
<BUG> 
<OK> 

Command ~indow shows: 

BASE Delete c: 
BASE Delete Branch (at) B/A: 
BASE Delete Branch (at) OK/[*·J: 
BASE c: 

In the list of teams for the Pacific Division In the western 
Conference of the National Basketball Association, there is a 
group of teams that does not belong: the Taco&a Crows, the 
Salt Lake City Bees, and the santa Barbara Waves. To remove 
these three teams with one command, you would type "dg" for 
"Delete Group", bug one of tbe characters In Tacoma Crows, and 
then bug one in Santa Barbara Waves. 
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d 
9 
<BUG> 
<BUG> 
(OK) 
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Command window shows: 

BASE Delete c: 
BASE Delete Group (at) Ell: 
BASE Delete Group (at) (through) B/A: 
BASE Delete Group (at) (through) DKJ[**J: 
BASE C: 

You can use the Move command verb to transfer structure, such 
as a statement, a branch, or a group, from one place to another 
within a file or from one file to another. 

For examplel in the Sports file, the football team New York 
Jets is listed under the Central Division but belongs in the 
Eastern Division. To move this team under the appropriate 
divisionl yOU would type "ms" for "Move Statement", bug one of 
the characters in New York Jets as the statement you want to 
move, and then bug one of the characters in New England 
Patriots as the statement you want ~ew York Jets to follok. 
After the "Opr/L:" prompt, you must indicate the relative level 
of the moved statement in the same way that you indicate the 
relative level after the hL/T/Cl1:" prompt when you use the 
Insert statement command. To place New York Jets at the same 
level as New England Patriots, you would simply type (OK> after 
the "OPT/L:" prompt. 

You type: 

m 
s 
<BUG) 
<BUG> 

<OK> 

Command window shows: 

BASE Move c: 
BASE Move Statement (from) B/A/[Tl: 
BASE Move Statement (from) (to tollow) E/A: 
BASE Move Statement (from) (to follow) 
L/[**J: 

BASE C: 

You may not always want to move the structure to a new place in 
a file, you may want only to change its hierarchical position. 
You can use Move to changE the level of the structure without 
moving it to another place in the file. For example, although 
it follows the correct statement, the basketball team New York 
Nets Is at division level and should be at tea. level under the 
Atlantic Division. To change its level, yOU would type "BS" 
for "Move statement", bug one of the characters in New York 
Nets and one of the characters in Philadelphia 16er5, and then, 
at the "OPTJL:" prompt, type <OK> to indicate that you want New 
YOrk to be at the same level as Philadelphia. 
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NOTE: You cannot use the Move Statement command to move a 
statement that has substructure; such a statement is the 
beginning at a branch and can be moved only as a branch. 

To move a branch, type "mb" for "Move Branch", bug the top 
statement of the branch, and then bug the statement you want 
the branen to follow. After the flDPT/L:" prompt, indicate If 
YOU want the branch to be up, down, or at the same level as the 
statement it will follow, just as you do when you use the 
Insert Stateaent command. 

To move a group, type "mg" for ft~ove Group", bug the top 
statement of the first branch 1n the group aitet the tirst 
"B/A:" prompt and the top statement of the last branch 'in the 
group atter the s-econd "RIA:" prompt. jfter the third nS/A:" 
prompt, bug the statement you want the group to follow. Then, 
atter the nOPT/L:" prompt, indicate if you want the branch to 
be up, down or at the same level as the statement it will 
follow. 

To practice using Move, you could move the baseball teams in 
the National League into the appropriate divisions. The 
Eastern Division should include Chicago, Montreal, New York, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis; the western DiVision 
should include Atlanta, Cincinnati, Houston, Los Angeles, san 
Diego, and San Francisco. 

REPLACING STRUCTURE 

YOU can use the Replace co •• and verb to remove structure, such 
as a statement, a branch, ora group, and put new iniormatton 
in its place. 

With the Replace Statement co •• and, YOU can type or bug a new 
statement to replace the old one. For example, in the Sports 
file, you could use the Replace state.ent co •• and to change the 
heading "Baseball" to "Major Baseball Leagues·. 

You type: 

r 
s 
<BUG> 
Hajor ••• 

Leagues 
<OK> 

Command window shows 

BASE Replace c: 
BASE Replace StateDent (at) B/l: 
BASE Replace Statement (at) (by) BIT/CAl: 
BASE Replace Statement (at) (by) Major 

Baseball Leagues 01: 
BASE C: 

The Replace Branch command re.oves a branch from your file and 
gives you the choice ot either bugging a branch to put 1n its 
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place or typing a statement. If you type a statement, it will 
be added in place of the topstatement--of the branch that is 
being replaced. 

The Replace Group command removes a group from your file and 
gives you the choice of either b~gging a group to put in its 
place or typing a statement. If you type a statement, it will 
be added in place of the top statement of the first branch in 
the groUp that Is being replaced. 

INSEMTIHG STRUCTURE 

It you consider the "B/T/A:" prompt that you see when you use 
the Insert Statement command, you will see that you can net 
only type the statement that yOU want to add to your file, but 
yOU can also bug the statement. When you bug the statement, it 
is copied as if you had used the Copy Statement command. To 
use the InSert Statement cOllmand to copy a statement that you 
bug, type "is" for "Insert statement", bug one of the 
characters in the statement you want the new statement to 
follow, indicate the relative level of the new statement, and 
then bug one of the characters in the statement you want to 
copy. The example below aOds the ne~ statement at the same 
level as the statement you indicate the new statement should 
follow. 

You tYl:1e: Command trindo .. shows: 

i BASE Insert c: 
s BASE Insect statement (to follow) 8/A: 
<BUG.) BASE Insert Statement (to folIo.) L: 
<Of() BASE Insert statement (to follow) B/T/[A]: 
<BUG> BASE Insert Statement (to folloli) OK: 
(OK) BASE C: 

The InSert Branch command adds a branch to ycur tile. You can 
type the branch it you use <INS) to enter insert mode after 
typing the first ,statement, just as ~hen you use the Insert 
Statement coamana. Or you can bug a branch to be copied as in 
the copy Branch. couand. to bug the branch, sfmtJ lY"~'~"l1g one of 
the characters 1n the top statement of the branch. 

The Insert Group command adds a group to your t11e. You can 
type the group if you use (INS) to enter insert mode after 
typing the first statement, just as when you use the Insert 
Statement coamand. Or you can bug a group to be copied as in 
the CopY Group command. To bug the group, bug one of the 
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characters in the top statement of the first branch in the 
group and then bug one of the characters 1n the top statement 
of the last branch in the group. 

REPEATING CO~MANDS 

You may find that you often need to repeat the same command 
over and over again. If you type (RC) instead of the final 
(OK> In a command, you will enter repeat mode. In repeat mode, 
the last command that you used Is repeated up to the step where 
YOU have to bug soaething or type sotte text, ana after you give 
the tinal <OK>, the command repeats again. The command will 
continue to repeat until you type (CD) to stop. For example, 
if yoU want to read an ent1re file by using the Jump command 
over and over again, you can give the Jump com.and once and end 
with <Re> instead of <OK>. You ~111 then be in repeat mode 
until you type (CD> to leave it. 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
<BUG> BASE JUllp (to) Y: 
(Re> BASE Ju.P (to) B/C: 
<BUG) BJtSE Jump (to) Y: 
<OK) BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
<aUG> BASE Jump (to) V: 
<OK) BASE JU8p (to) B/C: 
(CD> BASE c: 

You also enter repeat mode if you type <RC) when NLS is ready 
for a command. The last cOllmand you gave w111 be repeated 
until you type <CD). For exaaple, if Replace statement was the 
last command You gave, you could type CRe) after "BASE C:", and 
ILS would repeat the Replace Statement co •• and up to the first 
"BJA:" prompt, where you have to indicate which statement you 
want to replace. 

You type: COllmand window shows: 

rs BASE Replace Statement (at) 8/A: 
<BUG> BASE Replace State.ent (at) (ty) B/T/CAJ: 
statement BASE Replace statement (at) (by) statement 
(OK) BASE c: 
<OK> BASE Replace Statement (at) H/I: 

RETURNING TO A FILE: THE JU~P FILE RETURN CO~~IND 

After moving fros one file to another, sucb as trom your 
init1al file to a tile you want to copy and then from that file 
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to one you want to edit, yOU can easily return to any of the 
files you displayed previously. NLS maintains a list of the 
last ten files you displayed; this list is called the "file 
return ring". The Jump File Return command enables you to 
display again one of tbe files in your file return ring. Every 
time you jump to another file, it is added the list. When NLS 
returns yoU to a previous flle, it will display your last view 
of that tile, with the same statement at the top of the fIle 
window and the same viewspees in effect. 

When yOU use the Jump File Return command, NLS reminOs you of 
each file in your tile return ring by displaying the directory 
name and the file name. These "flashbacks" are presented one 
at a time so you can type "y" for "yes" (meaning you ~ant to 
return to that particular tile) or "n" for "no" (meaning that 
you do not want to return to that particular tile and want to 
consider the next file on the list). For example, to return to 
the last file that you displayed, you would type "jfr" for 
"Jump File Return", follow with (OK>, and then answer "yes" 
atter the titst "YIN:" prompt. 

You type: 

j 
f 
l' 
(OK) 

(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE dump (to) Flle B/e: 
BASE Ju.p(to) File Return OK: 
BASE Ju.p (to) File Return 
< DIRECTORY, FILE.NLS;1, ) V/I: 
BASE C:. 

When you return to a file in your file return ring, it becomes 
your current file and Is added to the list. 

HOTE: Whenever you see a "YIN:" prompt, you say type <OK) as 
well as nyu for "yesu • 
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Use the editing commands introduced in this lesson to correct 
the disorganized meal plan in the file named ~eals in the 
NLS-Documentatlon directory. 

1. COpy the first week of the meal plan to youe own work 
file. 

2. Delete the two extra copies of the plan for Sunday. 

3. Use one command to p~t the days of the week into proper 
order. 

4. Move the dinner plan to its proper place on Saturday. 

S. Change the breakfast and dinner meals on Thursday so the 
day will end with pizza, beer, and ice creaK instead of 
starting with them. Use only one coamand. 

6. Sunday has two dinners that are exactly the same and no 
lunch. Change one of the dinners to a light meal for lunch. 
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When you use editing commands to control logical sections ot a 
structured file and level and line clipping v1ewspecs to 
display the overall picture, you have the power to revise or 
reorganize the file in any way that you want. It is just as 
easy to delete, move, replace, insert, copy, and transpose 
statements, groupsl branches as it is to control charactersl 
words, and text. You can try making changes just to see if 
they make sense; if you aren't pleased, it Is easy to trY 
another change or even put things back the way th.y were. If 
you create logically structured files as you write, it will he 
wuch easier tor yoU or a co-worker to revise, reorganize, or 
find appropriate material to copy. 

Revising a document with NLS Is a quick and easy task; you can 
update existing proposals, reports, letters, and so on, cather 
than start trom scratch. Because it 1s so easy to revise 
existing documents, be sure to read carefully everything that 
you copy. Using the same poorly written docullent over and over 
again is not an effective use of NLS. 

To learn more about structure and how it can help you look at 
~our files as well as edit them, see the lesson "Viewing: In 
Intermediate Lesson". 
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1. Use the Create File co.~and to create your own work file, 
the Jump Link command to look at the file in the 
NLS-Documentation directory, and the copy Branch command to 
copy the first week into your file. 

2. Use the Delete Group command to delete the last two Sundays. 

3. Use the Move Group command to move Thursday and Friday to 
follow wednesday. 

4. Use the Move Branch command to move Dinner to follow Lunch 
on Saturday. Bug Lunch as the statement you want Dinner to 
follow and keep it at the same level as Lunch. 

5. Use the Transpose Group command to s~ltch tbe food under 
Breakfast with the food under Dinner. 

6. Use the Replace Brancb command to delete the first Dinner 
and type in a new heading for lunch. Then use the Insert 
Statement co •• and to add a new meal plan for the lunch. 
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VIE~ING: AN INTERMEDIATE LESSel 

This lesson contains an intermediate-level description ot how 
to read and search for information in NLS files. The 
techniques introduced here will enable you to read files 
quicklY and tlexibly. Skill in viewing files will increase the 
productivity of your work in NLS. 

To understana this lessoD, yOU must be fa.iliar with basic fiLS 
editing and viewing, covered In the lessons "Beginning Use of 
NLS" and "Creating and Reading an Organized Ftle", and with the 
structural terms "branch" and "group", discussea in the lesson 
"Editing: An Intermediate Lesson". 
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The hierarchical structure of ILS files provides you with 
several important advantages when you need to look at online 
information. You can use level and line clipping viewspecs to 
view the information in many different ways. When you are 
reading a document in a file, yOU can easily skip from one 
section in the document to another according to their logical 
positions in the hierarchy. This lesson introduces some new 
structural entities and relationships that will enable you to 
take further advantage of hierarchical organization when 
reading files as well as when editing them. 

When you want to see a statement that Is in the middle of a 
file, there are many ways to reach it. You can use a command 
to get directly to a specific location. Or, if you do not know 
the exact location of a statement, you can give a command to 
find the statement that includes a particular phrase or you can 
use vlewspecs to scan the tile until you find the statement. 
using these techniques to look at a file Is often called 
"viewingfl rather than "reading" because you can carefully 
select what you want to see; you do not have to wade through 
pages ot unnecessary information as you do when you are reading 
'a book. 

To practice viewing as described in this lesson, use the Jump 
Link command to display the file named Output-processor in the 
ItS-Documentation directory. This file contains the online 
version ot the Output Processor Users· Guide. 

You type: 

j 
1 
nis-documentation, 
outPut
processor, 

(OK) 

ComDand window SbOMS: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Link B/f/[A]: 
BASE Jump (to) Link nls-documentatlon, 
output-processor, 

BASE c: 
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VOCABULARY 

address: A location in an NLS file. 

Down: A command word that refers to the first substatement, if 
any, of the statement you indicate. 

end of branch: The last statement in a specitied branch, 
regardless of level. 

head: The first statement in a plex. 

ioent: I short series of characters that identifies an 
individual or a group to NLS. 

Jump Return command: An NLS command that enables you to return 
to one of the statements in the statement return ring for the 
file you are looking at. When NLS returns you to a previous 
statement, the statement will again appear at the top of the 
file window and the same viewspecs will be in effect as when 
you last vle~ed the statement. 

Jump Content First command: An NLS com.and that displays the 
first statement, starting from the beginning of your file, that 
contains the text you specify for content. 

Jump Content Next command: An NLS command that displays the 
next statement, following the statement at the top of your file 
window, that contains the text yoU specify for content. 

Jump Word First command: An NLS co •• and that displays the 
first state.ent, starting from the beginning of your file, that 
contains the word(s) you specify for content. 

Jump 'Word Next command: An ILS cOllmand that displays the next 
statement, follo~ing the state.ent at the top of your file 
window, that contains the word(s) yoU specifY ior content. 

link: 1 series of characters that indicates a location in an 
NLS file. 

plex: All the branches that have the same upstatement as the 
branch that you indicate. 

SID: This stands for Statement Identifier, which is a unique 
number that ~LS automatically assigns to every statement as it 
is added to a file. An SID is always a number that begins with 
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zero. Unlike a statement number, th~ SIn of a particular 
statement does not change when the structure ot the file 
changes. 

statement number: 1 series of alternating numbers and letters 
that indicates the exact position of a state.ent within the 
hierarchical structure ot a 111e~ 

statement return ring: A list of the last ten statements you 
jumped to in a particular tile. 

statement signature: The ident of the person who last changed 
a statement and the date and time the change was made. lou can 
use viewspec K to see statement signatures. 

tail: The last highest-level statement in a plex. 

Up: A command word that refers to the upstate.ent of the 
statement you indicate, that is, the statement that 1s one 
level above it. 
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SEtTING VIEwSPECS wITH THE MOUSE 

As you become more experienced in working with information in 
ILS files, you will often want to change your view. You can 
change viewspecs in the Base subsystem by giving the Set 
V1ewspecs command. However, when you are reading or editing a 
file and want to changeviewspecs , you may not want to pause to 
give the Set Vie~specs command. You can instead use the mouse 
to change your viewspecs, without giving a coamand. You can 
even change your viewspecs with the mouse while YOU are in the 
middle of specifying a coa.and. 

For lowercase viewspecs, simply press the left and middle mouse 
buttons and hold them do~n as you type the appropriate 
lowercase characters on the keyboard or keyset. Do not release 
the mouse buttons until you have finished typing the vie~specs. 
For uppercase viewspecs, press all three moUSe buttons as you 
type the viewspec characters; you can type thea in lowercase 
because pressing all three mouse buttons, like pressing a SHIF! 
key, tells NLS to take them as uppercase. 

When you give the set Viewspecs command, fiLS automatically 
displays your file with the new viewspecs in effect. Ho~ever, 
~hen you use the mouse to change viewspecs, you must set either 
vlewspecf or viewspec F along with your other viewspecs to 
.ake the view change. 

Viewspec: 

f 
F 

Means: 

Put viewspecs into effect 
Recreate the display 

For example, to see your tile with blank lines between the 
statements, bold down the left and middle mouse buttons while 
typing "yf". You ~ill see "BASE "yO in your command window. 
If you do not se.t viewspec f or F, the view will change only 
when you use an editing command that changes it or when you 
ju.p to another statement. 

NOTE: Using the mouse to change vlewspecs works in almost all 
ILS subsystems, while the Set Viewspecs command is available 
only in Base. 

VIEWING STATEME~t NUMBERS AND SIDS 

ILS mantains both a statement number and an SIt for every 
statement. You can use viewspecs to display your file with 
statement nu&bers or SIDs. The statement number indicates the 
exact position ot the statement in the hierarchical structure 
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of the tIle. A statement number is a series of alternating 
numbers and letters that begins with a number; the origin 
statement of a tile has the statement number 0, the first 
statement you add to the file will have the statement number 1, 
its first substatement will have the statement number la, and 
so on. The SID (which stands for State.ent IGentifier) is a 
unique number that NLS automatically assigns to each statement 
as it is added to the file. An SID is always a number that 
begins with zero; the origin statement has the SID 01, the 
first statement that YOU add to the file will have the SID 02, 
the second will have the SID 03, and so on, regardless of their 
level. 

When you move a statement to another position in the file, the 
statement number changes to reflect the new position; however, 
the SID does not change. Once an SID is assigned to a 
statement, it remains with that statement eVen if you move the 
statement or change the text. Note that neither statement 
numbers nor SIlls are part of the actual statement, so they 
cannot be deleted or moved. 

The combination of 'viewspec .. and vlewspec I displays the SIDs 
in your file. Viewspec m means "statement numbers/SIDs on" and 
viewspec I means "show SIDs, not statement numbers". If you 
set viewspec m without specifically setting viewspec I at some 
point during your work seSSion, ILS will assume that you ~ant 
to see statement numbers rather than SIDs. 

loU type: 

<Sp)se 
v 
mI 
(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Set C: 
BASE Set Viewspecs V: 
BASE Set Viewspecs "al" 
BASE C: 

To use the mouse to display SIOs, press the left and middle 
mouse buttons and hold them down while typing "E", and then 
press all three mouse buttons and hold the. down while typing 
"If". You will see BASE hmI" in your co •• and ~1ndow. Remember 
that when you press all three mouse buttons, the characters you 
type are taken as uppercase vlewspecs, even if you type them In 
lowercase. 

After setting viewspecs m and I, you can see statement nUBbers 
rather than SIDs by using viewspec J to "show statement 
numbers, not SIDs". To turn ott either statement numbers or 
SIDs, use viewspec n for I·statement numbers/SIDs off". 

Viewspecs G and H control the position of the statement numbers 
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and SIOs when they are displayed. Viewspec G ~laces "statement 
numbers/SIOs right" and viewspec H places "statement 
numbers/SIDs left". There are various advantages to having the 
statement numbers or SIDs on the right or on the left; you will 
have to lind out which works best for you in ditferent 
situations. If you do not specifically setviewspec G sometime 
during your work session, vievspec H will auto.aticallY be in 
effect. For exaeple, to use the mouse to display statement 
numbers on the right, press the lett and middle mouse buttons 
and hold them down while typing Om", and then press all three 
mouse buttons and hold them down while typing figt". 

In summarY, three patrs of vlewspecs control statement numbers 
and SIDs: mIn, IJJ, and C/B. 

Viewspec: 

Dl 

n 
I 
J 
G 
H 

~eans: 

statement numbers/SIDs on 
statement numbers/SIDs ott 
Show SIDs, not statement numbers 
Show statement numbers, not SIDs 
Statement numbers/SIDs right 
Statement numbers/SIDs lett 

It 1s important to understand how each pair ot viewspecs 
interacts with the others. You cannot show either statement 
numbers or SIDs unless vlewspec • is set. For exampl" if you 
set viewspec I or G while viewspec n is in effect, NL5 will not 
display the SIDs_ SimilarlY, when yoU set vle~spec ., the 
status of I/J and G/H determines tbe type of numbers that will 
appear and whether they will appear on the lett or the right. 

Level and line clipping viewspecs do not conflict in any way 
with the viewspees that control statement numbers and SIDs. 
When you use any combination of level and line clipping 
vlewspecs with statement numbers or SIDs, you will see the 
statement numbers or SIDs tor all the statements that are 
displayed, btit you will not see any for the statements that are 
not displayed. 

ADDRESSING WITH STATEMENT NUMBERS AND SIDS 

In ILS commands, you can use statement numbers or SIDs to 
indicate which statements yOu want to find or change. For 
examplel when you to want to display a statement at the top of 
your file window, you need to give the location of the 
statement. A common method of giving the location of a 
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statement is to bug it, but you cannot bug a statement that is 
not displayed on your screen. You can, however, use either the 
statement number or the SID to locate a particular statement. 

1 location in an ILS file 1s called an "address", and the 
series of characters that you type to indicate an address 1s 
called a "link". Just as you use the Jump Link command to move 
from one file to another, you can use it to move from one 
statement to another within a file, by typing a statement 
nu.ber or an SID after the "B/T/[Al:" prompt. For example, yOU 
can display the third first-level statement at the top of your 
f11e windo~ as tollows: 

You type: 

j 
1 
3 
(OK) 

Command window shows: 

BASE Jump (to) B/e: 
BASE Jump (to) Link B/T/[Al: 
BASE Jump (to) Link 3 
BASE C: 

It you set vlewspecs to see SIDs when lookin9 at the 
Output-processor file, you will notice that statement 3 bas the 
SID 027. To display this statement at any time, even after 
editing may have changed the position of SOme statements, you 
can use the SID in the Jump Link command. 

You type: Command window shollis: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
1 BASE Jump (to) Link B/T/[AJ: 
027 BASE Jump (to) Link 027 
(OK.) BASE c: 

Note that the "8" and "T" in the "B/T/[AJ:" prompt mean that 
you can bug a link or, as shown 1n the preced1ng examples, type 
a link. The information that you can put in a link includes a 
directory name, a file naae, and a statement nu.ber or SID. 
Tbe form of th. lnfor.ation you type 1n the link tells NLS how 
to interpret it. For example, you have already learned that a 
comma must always follow a file name in a link. A statement 
number or SID does not need any special punctuation. More 
information on links will appear in a forthcoming lesson. 

Whether you use statement numbers or SIDs in your links depends 
a great deal on what you are doing. For instance, it you are 
writing a document that has four first-level branches and you 
want to see the paragraph i.mediately below the fourth heading, 
you can simply jump to statement 4a. In this case, you can 
Ifigure out the statement number without looking at It. But if 
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you move or delete several statements, the statement numbers 
change and it is hard to keep track of them. It is then 
extremely useful to work with a paper copy of the file printed 
with SIDs so you always know a specific way to address each 
statement. 

STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS: UP, DOWN, AND END 

The more you work with structured files, the more often you 
want to see a statement because it is up or down from another. 
For exallplelafter you have displayed a statetrent with a 
certain SID, yoU may want to look up at its heading. NLS 
provides three command words tor such purposes: Up, Down, and 
End. Like Next, Back, Successor, and Predecessor, these ~ords 
fQllow the verb "Jump". 

"Up" is the upstatement of the statement that you indicate and 
"Down" is the ticst substatement ot the statement that you 
indicate. E~ery statement in a file has an Up, except tor the 
origin statement, but' not every statement has a Down. For 
example, to see the Up of one of the statements in your file 
window, you can use the Jump Up command and bug the statement • 

You type: Command • indow shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) BIC: 
u BASE JUIIP (to) Up B/A: 
<BUG) BASi JUIlP (to) 'V: 
(OK) BASE c: 

Similarly, to see the Down ot one of the statements in your 
file window, you can use the Ju~p Down co •• and and bug the 
statement. If the state.ent does not have a Do~n, the 
statement that you bug will .ove to the top ot the file window. 

You type: Command .. indo .. shoiils: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
d 8AS.E Jump (to) Down Ell: 
<BUG> BASE Juap (to) V: 
(OK> BASE c: 

The "B/A:" prompt means that you can bug a statement or give an 
address, such as a statement number or an SID. lor example, to 
see the upstatement of the first state.ent in your file, you 
can USe the Jump Up command and type "1" for tbe address; this 
will put the origin statement at the top of the file window. 
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j BASE Jump (to) 
u BAS,E Jump (to) 
1 BASE JUltp (to) 
<OK) BAS,E Jump (to) 
<OK) RASE c: 
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shows: 

B/C: 
Up B/A: 
Up 1: 1 
Up V: 

You can also use the command word "End" atter "Jump". The Jump 
End command displays the "end" of a branch, that Is, the last 
statement in the branch that you indicate, regardless of level. 
ThiS command is extremely useful for checking the last 
statement in a particular section of a tile. For example, to 
display the very last statement in your file, YOU can s1mply 
jump to the end of branch O. 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
e BASE Jump (to) End (of branch) HI A: 
0 BASE Jump (to) End (of branch) A: 0 
<OK> BASE Jump (to) End (of branch) V: 
(OK) BASE c: 

MORE ON STRUCTURE: PLEX1 HEAD, AND TAIL 

Another structural concept that kill belp you to view as well 
as to edit your files is "plex". The word "plexh is a special 
NLS term aerlved from the word "plexus", which the dictionary 
defines as "an interwoven coablnation of parts in a structure". 
Although this sounds rather vague, "plex" has a Yery specific 
meaning in NLS: A plex Is ALL of the branches that have the 
same upstateaent or, in other words, a.l1 of tbe substructure 
b$low a particular statement. Like State.ent, Branch, and 
GrouP, Plex Is a cOlllmand noun for editingi you can use it atter 
editing coamand ~erbs such as Delete. and Move. 

To point to a plex, you can bug any of the highest-level 
statements in the plex or type one of their statelle,nt n\tJlbers 
or SIDs. For example, in the Output-processor tile, all of the 
branches that have the upstate.ent 3 constitute a plex. You 
can refer to this plex as the plex at 3a, the plex at 3b, the 
pl~x at lc,and so on, or you can bug any ot the statements or 
give its SID. Note that the plex .ay begin with a statement 
before the one that you point to. For example, if you point to 
the plex at 3c, the first statement in the plex is 3a. 

Since all the first-level branches In a file have the saae 
Upstatement (the origin statement), allot the statements in 
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the file except the origin statement constitute a plex. This 
plex is the plex at statement 1, which is exactly the same as 
the plex at statement 2, statement 3, statement 4, and so on. 

Every plex has a head and a tall. The head Is the first 
stat~ment in the plex and the tail is the last highest-level 
sta~ement in the plex. If a plex consists of only one branch, 
the head ana tail are the same statement. You can use the 
command words Head and Tail with the verb "Jl.IJIlP". For example, 
to see the first item in a long list, you can use the Jump Head 
command or, to see the heading of the last chapter in a report, 
you can use the Jump Tail command. Specify the plex that yOU 
want to see the head or tail of by typing the address of any 
one ot the highest-level statements in the p!ex or by bugging 
it. 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
b B.ASE JUlfp (to) Head Ell.: 
<BUG> BASE Jump (to) Head V: 
(OK) BASE c: 

fhe following example shows how you can display the last 
first-level statement in the f1le you are looking at. 

You type: Command window shows: 

j BASE Juap (to) B/C: 
t BASE Jump (t.o) Tail 8/1: 
1 BASE Jump (to) Tail A: 1 
(OK) BASE Jusp (to) Tail V: 
(OK) BASE c: 

Note that lip lex" and "group" are closely related concepts. .1 
plex consists of all the b{anches that have the s~.e 
upstatement., while a group is any series of branches that have 
the same upstatement. For example, it the branches beginning 
at. statemenls 3a through 3c constitute a plex, then the 
branches beginning at the tollowing state.ents are groups: 3a 
through 3b} 3D through 3c; and 3a through 3e, that Is, the 
entireplex. 

VIEWING STATEMENT SIGNATURES 

A statement signature, like a statement number or an SID, is 
information about an individual statement that you can display 
at any time by setting the appropriate viewspec. The statement 
signature shows the ident of the person who last changed the 
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statement and the date and time the change was made. 
Displaying statement signatures is especially useful when more 
than one person has worked on the same file. It allows you to 
see which statements were added or changed by a co-worker. 

Vlewspecs K and L control statement signatures • 

Viewspec: 

K 
L 

.Means: 

Statement signatures on 
statement signatures off 

The statement signatures will appear on the right side of the 
file window. Statement signatures do not conflict with 
statement numbers Or SIDs. You can display a file with both at 
the same time; the signatures will appear one line below 
statement numbers or SIDs being displayed on the right. 

HOTE: RLS icent1fies users by idents. If a user has a 
directory in h1s or her own name, the statement Signature for 
that user will show the ident associated with that directory. 
If a user is one of several who share a directory, the 
statement signature will contain the ident t~at the user 
specified upon entering NLS. If a co-worker Is using your 
directory or has specified your ident upon entering ILS, there 
1s no way NLS can tell that it is not actually you; in this 
case, the statement signatures on the state.ent$ cbanged by 
your co-worker will show your Ident. 

CONTENT SEARCHING 

Quite frequently when you want to display a statement, you do 
not kno~ its statement number or SID but you 00 have some idea 
of what appears in the statement. The content searching 
commands in NLS look tor a statement that contains the text or 
word that you specify. For example, if yoU ~ant to see the 
paragraphs 1n the Output processor Users' Guide that contain 
information on headerSI you can use content searching co.mands 
to display the statements that contain "header". Four content 
searching commands are: Jump Content First, Juap Content Next, 
Jump Word First, and Jump Word Next. 

Jump content First looks for the first statement in your tile 
that contains the text you specify for content. You can 
specify the text by typing it or bugging it. Por example, this 
is how you could find the first statement that has the text 
"header" in It: 
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j 
c 
f 
header 
<OK> 
<OK> 
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COIlBand window shows: 

BASE Jump ( to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) Content c: 
BASE JUltP (to) Content First RPT/B/T/[.Al: 
BASE Jump (to) Content first uheade.rtl 
BASE Jump (to) Content First "'header" v: 
BASE c: 

The text you spec!!y may include any characters except Quote 
marks ("). NLS will search tor the text exactly as you 
indicate it, and it will distinguish uppercase from lowercase 
characters. Thus, the command shown in the preceding example 
will not find a statement that contains only "Header" and not 
"header"; to find such a statement, you would have to specify 
"Header" tor content. 

Jump Content Next will display the next statement, following 
the statement at the top of the tile window, that contains the 
text yoU specify for content. Once you have used any content 
searching command during an ILS work session, you h~ve the 
choice ot searching for the same content you used last time. 
Atter YoU type the command words, the content you used tor the 
1ast command appears in the command windo~, followed by the 
prollpt "RPT/B/T/[AJ:u. To repeat the search, simply type <RC) 
alter thi$ prompt. For example, if you wanted to seethe next 
occurrence of "header", you could use the Ju.P Content Next 
co.mand as tollows: 

You type: Command window shollls: 

j BASE Jump (to) BIC: 
c BASE JUJIP (to) Content c: 
n BASE Jump (to) Content lext "header" 
RPT/8/T/[AJ: 
(RC> BASE JUllp (to) Content Next 'V: 
(OK> BASE c: 

If you want to search for any other content, simplY type or bug 
the text as usual after the "RPT/B/tJtll:" prompt. 

When you are using Jump Content First and no statement contains 
the text you have specified, or when you are using JUllp Content 
Next and no statement in tbe rest of the tile containi it, NLS 
will display a sessage in the status win4ow. You will see the 
text in quotes followed by a question mark. For exaaplel if 
you were searching for "header" and typed "heder" by mistake, 
you would see the message "heder"=W 71 in the status window. 
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Jump Word First and Jump ~ord Next are the samE as Jump Content 
FIrst and Jump Content Next except they search tor a word or a 
series of words rather than text. For example, if you use a 
Jump Word command and type "header", NLS will search tor the 
word "header", that is, ftheader" surrounded by characters that 
are not letters or numbers; but if you use Jump Content and 
type "header", NLS will search for the text "header" even if it 
is within another ~ord, such as in "headers" or "doubleheader". 

When using the Jump Word First or Jump Word Next command, you 
can type or bug the word or, if you have already given a 
content searching command during the work session, yOU can use 
<RC). For example, to find the next statement that contains a 
word displayed on your screen, you can use the Jump Word Next 
command and bug the word. If you specified "heatierfl in the 
last content searching command you gave, this Is what will 
happen: 

You type: 

j 
w 
n 
<BUG> 
<OK> 

Command windoW sho~s: 

BASE Jump (to) B/C: 
BASE Jump (to) ~ord c: 
BASE Jump (to) Word Next "heaGeru RPT/BIT/[Al: 
BASE Jump (to) Word Next V: 
BASE C: 

RETURNING TO A STATERENT: THE JUMP RETURN CO~M1ND 

Atter you have jumped from one point in a file to another, you 
may want to go back to where you lumped from. To help you do 
this, NLS maintains a list, for each file you display, of the 
last ten statements you juaped to; this list Is called the 
"statement return ring". The Jump Return command enables you 
to return to one of the statements in the statement return 
ring. When you return to a preVious statement, the statement 
will again appear at the top ot the file vindok and the same 
vlewspecs will be in effect as when yoU last viewed the 
statement. 

When you give the Jump Return coamand, NLS reminds you ot each 
statement in Your statement return ring by displaying the first 
few characters of the statement. NLS displays these 
"flashbacks" one at a tl.e so yo~ can tYpe "y" for "yes" 
(meaning you want to return to that state.ent) or tin" foe "no" 
(meaning yoU do not want to return to that statement and want 
to consider the next statement in the list). For example, to 
see the next to the last statement, you can give the Jump 
Return command and answer "no" for the last statement and "yes" 
for the next to the last statement. 
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j 
r 
(OK) 

n 

y 

<OK) 
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Command window shows: 

BASE JUMp (to) B/e: 
BASE Jump (to) Return OK: 
BASE Jump (to) Return 

Statement begin YIN: 
BASE Jump (to) Return 

statement begin 
Further on back YIN: 

BASE Jump (to) Return 
Statement begin no 
Furth~r on back OK: 

BASE C: 

When You return to a statement in your statement return ring, 
it becomes your current statement and Is added to the list. 

NOTE: Whenever you see a "YIN:" prompt, you may type (OK) as 
well as U y " tor "yes". 
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Find the paragraphs in the Output Processor Users' Guide that 
include the word "sw i tch". AfteryotJ f inc eacbparagraph, jump 
to the heading for that section of the document, then return 
the paragraph yoU found to the top of your tile window before 
looking for the next paragraph. 
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By taking advantage of NLS viewing capabilities, you can freely 
move through a document of any length without reading or even 
scanning unnecessary paragraphs. When you understan~ the 
relationships between statements in a hierarchical fl1e, you 
can easily jump from one logical section of the document to 
another. You can use statement numbers and SIDs to display 
immediately any particular statement. Content searching 
commands enable you to find statements that contain specific 
intormation.. Besices the level and line clipping tunctiQns, 
vlewspecs control helpful information about individual 
statements, such as SIDs and statement signatures. 

Viewing NLS tiles is a important aspect of work1ng in NLS. The 
ability to see the information in your file in a variety of 
ways is valuable no matter what subsystem you are using. The 
Jump commands and the ability to change viewspecs are 
universal; you will use them for almost every kind of onl1ne 
work. 
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If you are not already looking at the Output Processor Users· 
Guide, use the Jump Link command to display the tile named 
Output-procesor 1n the NLS-Documentatlon directory, by typing 
"nls-documentatloD,output-processor," atter tne "B/T/tll:" 
prompt. Give the Jump Word First command and type "switch" as 
the word. Atter you find the first paragraph, give the Jump Up 
command and bug the paragraph to see the heading for that 
section of the document. Then use the Jump Return command to 
return the paragraph yOU tound to the top of your file window. 
TO find the next statement that includes the ~ord "switch", use 
the Jump Word tiext command and type (Re) after the 
"RPT/B/T1[AJ:u prompt. Then give the Jump Up and Jump Return 
comll,ands as before, followed by another Jump 'Word Next command, 
and so on. 
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Action: A service provided by the systems statt that enables 
users to request assistance and register complaints, 
suggestions, or compliments. 

address: A location in an NLS file. 

Back: A command word that refers to the state.ent immediately 
before the statement you indicate, regardless af level. 

Base subsystem: A basic set of commands for reading, writing, 
editing, printing, and controlling files. 

<Be>: This stancs for Backspace Character. Pressing either 
the appropriate key on the keyboard or the lett mouse button 
deletes the last character you typed. You can also use <Be) to 
delete a <BUG> or any step in a command. 

branch: A statement and all of its substructure (if it has 
~ny). A branch may be a single statement that has no 
statements below it or an origin statement that includes the 
entire tile. 

Branch command: 1 Sendmail subsystem command in which you 
specify a branch that you want to send. 

bug: To bug means to indicate a character on the screen by 
using the mouse to point at it and then typing <OK>. 

<BUG>: This notation means that you are to bu~ a character on 
the screen. 

bugmark: The mark displayed on the screen when you bug a 
character. The bugmark will be a highlighted character. 

<BW>: This stands for Backspace Word. Pressing either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the left and middle mouse 
buttons deletes the last ~ord you typed (plus any spaces, 
punctuation marks, or other characters following the word). 

(CD>: This stands for Command Delete. pressing either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the middle mouse button 
cancels any command you have not finished (that is, before you 
have given the final (OK». You may then beg1n a new command. 
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character: A single l~tter, number, punctuaticn mark, space, 
return character, or specIal control character. You type 
characters when giving commands and you store characters in 
files. 

command: An instruction you give to the computer to perfors an 
action. When you give ILS a command, tiLS will perform the 
action after yOU complete the command with a tinal <OK). 

co •• and word: A word that NLS knows is part of a cos.and, 
usually a verb or a noun. 

command syntax: The general form of a cOII.and. 

Comment coamand: A Sendmail subsystem co •• and that lets yOU 
enter a comment to appear along with the citation for a Journal 
item. 

Copy command: A Base subsystem command that reproduces 
information in a file, such as a character, a word, some text, 
a statement, a branch, or a group. 

create File command: A Base subsystem command that makes a new 
~11e in your directory; the file will have the name you 
specify. 

Del~te command: A Base subsystea com.and you can use to remove 
information, such as a character, a word, or some text. 

Down: A command word that refers to the fi~st substateaent, if 
any, of the statement you indicate. 

end of branch: the last statement in a speclti~d branch, 
regardles$ Qf level. 

file: An online work space, the coaputer·s eq~lvalent of a 
ftle folder in a filing cabln~t, that yOU canfil1 Yith 
information. that you type In or copy fro. another file. In 
NLS, you will always work with material in a file, whether you 
are reading, writing, or editing. 

file return ring: A list of the last ten files that you 
displayed. 

Goto co •• and: The NLS co •• and yOU use to entel another ILS 
subsystem. 

group: j series of branches that have the Sa.e upstate.ent. 
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Group command: A Sendmail subsystem command in which you 
specify a group that you want to send. 

head: The first statement in a plex. 

Help com_and: An NLS co •• and to get lntormatton about 
commands, terms, and procedures. 

hierarchical structure: The structure of NLS files; an outline 
form that shows the relationship between the statements. 

ident: A short series ot characters that identifies an 
individual or a group to NLS. 

initial f1le: The file, named with your ident, that 
,automatically appears when you first enter NLS. 

<INS>: This stands for Insert. pressing the appropriate key 
on the keyboard puts you in insert mode. 

Insert command: 1 Base subsystem command that lets you add new 
information to a file, such as a character, a ~ord, some text, 
,or a statement. 

insert mode: You enter this mode when YOU type <INS) in place 
of the final (01) at the end of the Insert Statement command. 
In insert mode, you can continually add statevents until you 
type (CD). 

Jump command: An NLS command to move fro. one potnt in a file 
to another, or fro. one file to anotber. 

Jump Content First command: An ILS command that displays the 
flI$t statement, starting from the beginning of your fl1e, that 
contains the text you specify for content. 

Jump Content Next command: An NLS ceamand that displays the 
next statement, following the statement at the top of your file 
window, that contains the text you specIfy for content. 

Jump File Return command: An NLS command that enables you to 
display one of the files that are in your file return ring. 
When NLS returns you to the file" the state •• nt that you 
displayed last will be at the top ot the tile window and the 
same viewspecs will be in effect. 

Jump Return command: An NLS com.and that enables you to return 
to one of the statements in the statement return ring for the 
file you are looking at. When NLS returns you to a previous 
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statement, the statement will again appear at the top of the 
file window and the same viewspecs will be in effect as when 
you last vieked the state.ent. 

Jump Word First command: An NLS command that displays the 
first statement, starting from the beginning Qf your fl1e, that 
contains the word(s) you specify tor content. 

Jump Word Next command: An NLS command that displays the next 
statement, following the statement at the top otyour file 
window, that contains the word(s) yoU specify for content. 

level: A number that indicates how far up or down a statement 
is in the hierarchical structure of a tile. 

level clipping: Using vlewspecs to display a Ii.ited number of 
levels in a file. 

line clipping: Using vie~specs to display a limited number of 
lineS for each statement. 

link: A series at characters that indicates a location in an 
.NLS file. 

menu item: A subtopic, to guide you to related information, 
listed under a Help description. 

Move command: A Base subsystem co •• and to reorder intormation 
in a file; for example, you can move one character to follow 
another. 

Next: A command word that refers to the stateaent immediately 
following tbe statement yoU indicate, regardless of level. 

noise word: When you type a command word, NLS may respond with 
a word or phrase in parentheses, called "noi$e ~ords", to help 
you understand the purpose of the co •• and or wbat you need to 
do to complete it. 

<NULL>: This notation represents a special character that 
means "nothing" or "none". 

<OK): This notation means that you are to press either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the tight mouse button, to 
tell NLS that you have finished giving a com.and or part of a 
cOllmand. 

origin statement: The first statement in every file. ~hen you 
~reate a file, NLS automatically makes an orlqln state.ent 
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containing the name of the file and other pertinent 
intormation. The origin statement is at level 0, that is, one 
level above the first-level statements; it is the only 
statement that can be at this level. 

plex: Ail the branches that have the same upstatement as the 
branch that you indicate. 

Plex command: A Sendmail subsystem command in which you 
specify a plex that you want to send. 

predecessor: The predecessor of a state.ent Is the preceding 
statement that is at the same level and has the same 
upstatement• Not every statement has a predecessor. 

prompt: A series of characters that appears in the co •• and 
window to tell YOu what you can do next. Prompts are al~ays 
one or more uppercase letters followed by a colon (:). 

question mark: When typed after any prompt, ~uestion mark (1) 
will show you what you can do next. 

~uit command: The NLS command you use to leave the Send_ail 
~ubsystem and return to the subsystem you were last working in. 

<Re>: This stands for Repeat Co.mand. Pressing either the 
appropriate key on the keyboard or the .1ddle and right Bouse 
buttons puts yOU in repeat mode. 

repeat mode: You enter this mode when you type CRe) in place 
of the final (OK> in a command. The co •• and is repeated up to 
the step Where you have to bUg something or type Some text. 
After you give the final (01) for the repeated command, it will 
automatically repeat again, and so on, until you type <cn>. 
You also enter this mode if yOU type CRC) when ILS is ready for 
a command, in which case the last command you gavels repeated 
until YOU type <CD). 

Replace co •• and: A Base subsystem co.mand to remove 
information, such as a character, a word, or some text, and put 
new information in its place. 

SID: This stands for Statement Identifier, which Is a unique 
number that NtS automatically aSSigns to every statement as it 
1s added to a file. An SID is always a number that begins with 
Zero. Unlike a statement number, the SID of a particul.r 
statement does not change when the structure of the file 
changes. 
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<SP>: This stands for a space, that is, What you type with the 
space bar on the keyboard. In NLS, a space 1s an actual 
character that separates one word from another and that can be 
inserted, deleted, moved, or copied; it is not emptiness. 

statement: the basic unit of information in B'fl NLStile. A 
statement may be a single character, a word, a title, a 
head1ng, some text, or a paragraph. Every character in an NLS 
file is in a state.ent. 

statement number: 1 series of alternating numbers and letters 
that indicates the exact position of a statement within the 
hierarchical structure ot a file. 

statement return ring: A list of the last ten statements you 
jumped to in a particular file. 

statement signature: The Ident of the person who last changed 
a statement and the date and tlme the change was made. You can 
use viewspec K to see statement signatures. 

structure: the arrangement of statements in a tile. NLS files 
,have a hierarchical structure. 

substatement: A substatement of a statement is any statement 
that is one level below it. Not every state.ent bas a 
sUbstatement. 

substructure: All of the statements one or mote levels below a 
particular statement. Not every statement has substructure. 

subsystem: NLS Is divided into subsystems, whicb are sets of 
coa.ands related to particular activities. 

successor: The succeSSOr of a statement is the next statement 
that is at the same level and has the same upstatement. "ot 
,very statement has a successor. 

tail: The last highest-level state.ent in a plex. 

text: A series of adjacent characters, which .ay include 
punctuation and spaces, within a statement. A Single character 
.ay also be considered "text". 

Transpose cOllmand: A Base subsystem co •• and that enables you 
to make information such as characters, Moeds, text, 
statements, branch~s, or groups exchange places. 
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Up: A command word that refers to the upstatement of the 
statement you indicate, that is, the statement that is one 
level above it. 

Update File command: A Ease subsystem coamand to consolidate 
recent changes into your file. You may erase changes made 
between updates with a command discussed in a forthcoming 
lesson. 

upstatement: The upstatement of a statement Is the statement 
that is one level above it. Every statement except the origin 
statement has an upstatement. 

viewspecs: Single-letter specifications of how you see your 
file. For example, with one viewspec you will see blank lines 
between statements, and with another you viii see the 
statements without blank lines between them. 

visible character: A character yo~ can see on your screen, 
such as a letter, number, or punctuation mark. 

windows: The screen on the display terminal Is divided into 
four areas, called "windows". 

command window: When you use a command, the command is 
displayed in this window along with prompts and noise words. 
You also see the name of the subsystem you are working In. 

file window: this window displays tiles or parts of tiles. 

status window: This window displays messages to you from NLS 
or the Executive. 

viewspec windo~: This small window displays characters that 
tell you what kind of view you have ot the tile being 
displayed. 

word: A series of letters and/or numbers that are surrounded 
by ,spaces, punctuation marks, or any other characters that are 
not letters or numbers. NLS does not consider the surrounding 
characters as part of the word. 
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